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PREFACE*

We have the pleasure of closing this sixth volume of our

Journal with an unexpected announcement:—the last steam

packet has brought out instructions from the Honorable Court

of Directors to the Government of India to “ subscribe in their

name for forty copies of the Journal of the Asiatic Society

from the commencement of its publication !” We forbear to

comment upon an act of liberality by which we shall personally

be such a gainer, but which we have neither directly nor indi-

rectly solicited. We can easily imagine to whose friendly influ-

ence we are indebted for it, and we hope he will accept our ac-

knowledgments. Our principal difficulty will be how to meet

the wishes of the court ; for of our early volumes not a volume is

now to be procured ! We must seriously consider the expedi-

ency of a reprint, for we have even heard it whispered that an

American edition was in contemplation, and such a thing can-

not be deemed impossible when we find the Philadelphians

undertaking to rival us of Calcutta in printing (and that with-

out government support) a Cochincliinese dictionary* !

Of local support we have lost nothing by the measure we re-

luctantly adopted at the beginning of the year, of raising the

price of the journal from one to one and a half rupee per num-

ber. Our list is fuller than ever, and our balance sheet of a

much more promising aspect.

* M. P. St. Duponceau thus writes to M. Jacquet of Paris: “ J’ai

maintenant le plaisir de vous informer que la Societe philosophique Ameri-

caine vient d’ordonner 1’ impression a ses frais dex deux vocabulaires

donnes a Mr. White par le R. de Morrone, ils vont etre publies dans un
volume des memoires de son comite d’ histoireet de literature, etant trop

volumineux pour faire partic de ses Transactions philosopkiques.
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PAYMENTS. RECEIPTS.
Rs. As. P.

To balance due 1st January, 1,304 2 11

To printer’s bills for 1836, pd, 6,248 15 0

To engravings aud litho-

graphs, 910 0 0
To expence of circulation, 421 11 9
To postage ditto, .. 48 3 0

1,933 0 8

Bills for 1837 due say, .. 6,000 0 0
Add former balance, .. 2,488 10 6

By collections this year, ..

By distribution to Mem- 1

bersofthe As. Society, j

By shop sales,

By sales in England,
By balance due,

Collections due by Asiatic

Soc. and subs, in the
three Presidencies,

Rs. As. P.
3,455 2 8

1,293 0 0

280 13 6
415 6 0

2,488 10 6

7,933 0 8

7,139 7 5

The deficiency, supposing all to be recoverable, is 1,349 13 1,

or almost precisely what it was last year ; so that our present

price exactly pays the expenses of publication.

The bulk of the volume has gone increasing at the usual rate,

and instead of eight hundred pages, we have now risen to eleven

hundred, with sixty plates ; too much to be conveniently bound

up in one volume. We have therefore provided separate title

pages to enable those, who so prefer, to divide the annual volume

into two parts with an index, common to both, at the conclusion

of the second part.

The prominent subject of public discussion (to imitate the

order of preceding prefaces) as far as the Asiatic Society is

concerned, has been the museum,—the memorial to the local

government—now under reference to the Court of Directors,

—

suggesting that the Society’s collection of antiquities and natural

history should form the nucleus of an extensive national esta-

blishment, in the present day almost “ an essential engine of

education, instructive alike to the uninformed, who admires the

wonders of nature through the eye alone, and to the refined

student who seeks in these repositories what it would be quite

out of his power to procure with his own means.” It is to be

hoped that this appeal to the court will not share the fate of

the oriental publication memorial of 1835, which is still unac-

knowledged ; but that we shall soon have an answer embracing

the united objects of the Society’s solicitude, and enabling her

to advance boldly in her schemes to secure for herself, and for

the British name the glory of placing ‘ India physical, moral,

and historical,’ upon the records of literature. What could be

adduced as a more convincing ‘ argumentum’ (ad ignoratitiam

dare we say ?) than the fact that at this moment a French gen-
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tleman of fortune well grounded in Sanskrit and other oriental

studies at Paris, is come to Calcutta, 4 about to retrace the steps

of the French naturalists Duvaucel and Jacquemont in the

interest of the antiquarian, as they travelled in that of the phy-

sical sciences.’ He contemplates exploring Gaur, Patiliputra ,

Magadha, Mithila,Kasi, Ayudhya, Nipal, Kemaon, the Panjab

Afghanistan, Tibet

;

then the Jain provinces, as they may be

called, of Mdrwar and Malwa, and finally the cave antiquities

of Western India*.

We wish M. Theroulde every success, we proffer him every

aid
;
yet we do so not without a blush that any thing should be

left for a foreigner to explore ! India, however, is large enough

for us all to run over without jostling, and we cannot allow' that

inactivity is at the present moment a reproach against our Socie-

ty or ourgovernors. We have expeditions in Cashmir, Sinde , Bho-

tdn , Ava, Maulmain, all well provided with scientific adjuncts,

and contributing to our maps, our cabinets, and our commerce.

Our Societies were never more vigorous. The Agricultural of

Calcutta is become exceedingly active. The Geographical of

Bombay has opened the field with an interesting volume and a

journal of proceedings ; and in science we have to boast of the

brilliant progress of experiment and magnetic discovery due to

one whom we should be happy at having enlisted among our

own members. With his colleagues of the Medical College,

* We cannot omit to notice here another laudable demonstration of the

greater honor that awaits literary merit at Paris than in London— making
full allowance for the proverbial truth that a prophet must seek honor out

of his own country. We have just learnt that the French Government

has ordered a gold medal to be struck for, and the decoration of the

Legion of Honour to be bestowed on Mr. B. H. Hodgson, in return for the

valuable donation of Sanskrit manuscripts presented by him to the Asiatic

Society of Paris,—and in token of their appreciation of the great services

he has rendered to oriental literature. Neither in this case is the reward

blindly given, nor the present disregarded
;

for we know that the Sanskrit

scholars of Paris have already dipped profoundly into the contents of the

Nipalese Buddhist volumes, and in a short time we may expect a full

analysis of them. As a comment on this announcement we may add that

similar donations more extensive and more valuable were long since pre-

sented by the same party to the Royal Asiatic Society and to the College

of Fort William, and that (with exception of the Tibetan portion so well

analysed by M. Csoma) they remain as yet sealed books.
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Professor O’Shaughnessy has drawn off to their own valuable

publication, the subjects of chemical and physical interest to

which we should otherwise have felt ourselves blameable in not

offering a conspicuous place. While far different occupations

have prevented our passing in review the very promising disco-

veries in this novel and enticing science, to which their public

exhibition has now familiarized the society of Calcutta, the

sight ofmodels of magnetic motors and explosive engines worked

by gas and spark, both generated by galvanism alone, leads us

to suggestthat mechanics and the arts should have been includ-

ed among the proper objects of our projected national museum.

An Adelaide gallery would do more to improve the native mind

for invention than all the English printed works we would

place before them.

But we are as usual wandering from the legitimate objects of

a preface. Our own attention has been principally taken up this

last year with Inscriptions. Without the knowledge necessary

to read and criticise them thoroughly, we have nevertheless

made a fortunate acquisition in palaeography which has served as

the key to a large series of ancient writings hitherto concealed

from our knowledge. We cannot consent to quit the pursuit

until we shall have satiated our curiosity by a scrutiny of all

these records—records as Dr. Mill says, “which are all but

certainly established to belong to and to illustrate a most clas-

sical and important part of the history of this country.” In

our hasty and undigested mode of publication, we are doubtless

open to continual corrections and change of views: as a talented

and amusing satire on our present predilection for old stones

and old coins, in the Meerut Magazine describes it ,

—

4
if not

satisfied with one account our readers have only to wait for the

next journal to find it discarded and another adopted, as in the

case of the Bactro-pehlevi alphabet .

1

The learned M. E. Burnouf in a most interesting article in-

serted in the Journal des Savans for June,* says, alluding to the

Burmese inscription at Gaya published first in the journal, and

* On the grand work of the Chinese Buddhist traveller Foe Koue Kr,

lately published at the expense of the French Government, through the

labour of three successive editors MM. Remusat, Klaproth and Land-

resse. Alas ! when shall we in India have an opportunity of seeing these

works at any tolerable period after their publication?

—

Ed.
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afterwards more completely commented upon by Colonel Bur-

ney,—“ il faut le dire a l’honneur des membres de la Societe

Asiatique du Bengale, le zele qui les anime pour l’etude des anti-

quites de T Inde est si soutenu et si heureusement seconde par la

plus belle position dans laquelle une reunion de savants ne soit

jamais trouv^e, que les monuments et les textes quils mettent

cbaquejour enlumieresesuccedentavecunerapiditeque la critique

peut a peine suivre.” While they are taken up with an object

once published, we are republishing or revising or adding more

matured illustration to it. Some may call this system an in-

convenient waste of space and tax on readers, who are entitled

to have their repast served up in the most complete style at once,

and should not be tantalized with fresh yet immature morceaux

from month to month. W e, however, think the plan adopted is

most suitable to an ephemeral journal, which collects materials

and builds up the best structure for immediate accommodation,

although it may be soon destined to be knocked down again and

replaced by a more polished and classical edifice :

—

diruit cedifi-

cat ; mutat quadrata rotundis ,—may still be said of our jour-

nal, without imputing capricious motives to our habit of demoli-

tion. We build not fanciful theories, but rather collect good

stones for others to fashion, and unless we advertize them from

the first, with some hint of their applicability, how should archi-

tects be invited to inspect and convert them to the “ benefit and

pleasure of mankind ?”

—

hitasufchaya manusdnam ,—as the

stone pillars at Delhi and Allahabad quaintly express the object

of their erection.

Connected with the subject of these remarks we would fain

in this place give insertion (and we will do so hereafter) to a

valuable series of criticisms on the matter of our last volume

contained in M. Jacquet’s correspondence. It is just what
we most desire. With the aid of an index, such additional

information and correction is as good as if incorporated with the

text, to the reader who in future days wishes to ferret out all

that has been done on a particular subject ; and we would have

all our contributors and readers bear in mind that our journal,

though it has long changed its title, does not pretend to have

changed its original character of being a mere collection of

“ Gleanings.”

Calcutta , ls£ January
, 1838.
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ditto for * neat,’ read ‘ next.’

ditto for 1 you,’ read ‘ thou.’

ditto for ‘ Kahgur,’ read ‘ Kaligyur.’

for ‘ this powerful,’ read ‘ his powerful.’

from below, for ‘ ayantaliyam,’ read * anantaliyam.’

for ‘ 24° 13§,’ read ‘ 24 miles : 13j.’

and 5, for
'

is,’ read 1 are.’

for ‘ Chadaguttassa,’ read
‘ Cliandaguttassa.’

for ‘ leaAes,’ read ‘ leaves.’

after quarter, insert full point,

from bottom, for ‘ very,’ read ‘ verb.’

for ‘ papey,’ read ‘ paper.’

last line, for ‘ read

876, 1, for t tjj| j’ and in the transla-

8S4,

976,

for

for

for

for

for

for

for

for

read
‘

fyt

tion, line 14, for ‘ wad,’ read ‘ wald,’ (or walk,) and/or 1 Monday,’
read ‘ Tuesday.’
‘ *D3Tfr,’ read ‘ fqWlfr.’

‘ r^TfV,’ read ‘ fasjnfa.’
• read ‘ ^5^.’
1 5?^,’ read ‘

* rl^t,’ read ‘ cf^V
‘ read ‘

‘ read ‘

7,

13,

19,

3,

4,

6,

13,

977, 18,

942, [The extract from the Rekha Ganita differs very materially from the copy in

the College here, and the following passage in page 944, after the word in

line 7 is required to complete the explanation of the figure:

wf^fVpFrfifTvr: ^ta^T^wiTg ^fer ^iw
The rest are additions to the preface which it is less necessary to correct.]
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I.—Journal of a visit to the Mishmee hills in Assam. By Wm. Grif-

fith, M. D. Madras Medical Establishment.

[In a letter to Captain F. Jenkins, Political Agent, N. E. Frontier; communi-

cated by Government to the Asiatic Society, the 5th April, 1837.]

In pursuance of my intention of visiting the Mishmee hills, as soon

as the season was sufficiently advanced, I left this station on the 15th

October, and proceeded up the Brahmaputra, or Lohit, to the mouth

of the Karam Pdnee, which we reached on the third day. I thence

ascended this river, which is a mere mountain stream, for a similar

period, at the expiration of which I had reached its extreme navi-

gable point at that season of the year, even for the small boats which

I employed. At Chonptira the rapids of the Brahmaputra commence,

and thence they increase rapidly in frequency and violence
; so much

so, that the river is only navigable for small boats one day’s journey

above the mouth of the Karam. No villages exist on the great river,

the extreme banks of which are clothed with heavy tree jungle. It

is much subdivided by islets formed of accumulations of sand and

boulders : these islets being either scantily covered by coarse species

of sugar, or tree jungle, or grass and tree jungle. The Karam is a

considerable stream, consisting of a succession of rapids ; its banks

are clothed with very heavy tree jungle, among which the simul*,

tidalf, and a species of alder occupy conspicuous places. On the

second day of its ascent we reached the Kamptee village Palampan,

situated about a mile inland in a southerly direction ; it is small and

of no consequence, although the Raja is of high rank.

* Bombax heptaphyllum. t Sterculia sp,
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At this village my attention was first directed to a very valuable na-

tive dye, the room of the Assamese ;
with this dye all the deep blue

cloths so much used by the Kamptees and Singphos are prepared. What

is more curious, it belongs to a family (Acanthacea ), the constituents of

which are generally devoid of all valuable properties— it is a species of

Ruellia, and is a plant highly worthy of attention. Leaving the boats,

I proceeded up the Karam, the general direction of which is about

E. S. E., and after a tedious march of five hours over small boulders,

reached the first Mishmee village on the route. This village is called

Jingshu, deriving its name, as appears to be always the case, from the

Gam : it is about six miles from the foot of the hills— it is small, the

number of houses not exceeding ten, and possesses apparently very

few khets. The Gam is a man of inferior note. After a halt of two

days to enable my people to bring up the provisions, &c., I left for

Brahma-kund, which, from Captain Wilcox’s description, I imagined

to be the usual route to the interior. Brahma-kund lies to the E. N.

E. of Jingsha, from which place it is distant by the path, which is very

circuitous, about twelve miles. The route at first follows another bed

of the Karam to the S. W., thence ascending the Dai Punee to the

eastward, thence diverging to the north through a heavy tree jungle,

and after traversing this for about an hour ending at the kund, to

which place the descent is steep, but short. Of this celebrated place

much has been said, but no description at all answeis to it, as it

exists now. The scenery is bold, the hills on either side of the river

being very steep but of no great height, and the kund, or reservoir

itself is totally lost in the contemplation of the immensely deep bed

of the river and the gigantic locks visible in every direction. The

extreme width of the hed of the river is certainly upwards of one

hundred yards, hut of this only the left half is occupied by the stream.

The kund is contemptible, and unless the attention were especially di-

rected to it, would quite escape observation. The Deo Pdnee is a

paltry attempt at a waterfall. The course of the river is slow and

sufficiently tranquil, but to the eastward there is a violent rapid

ending about sixty yards from the kund itself. This reservoir owes

its existence to the projection of two rocks into the Lohit

;

at this

season it contains hut little water. The fuqeer’s rock is a huge mass

perforated near its summit ; its extreme apex is accessible, but with

difficulty ;
it does not represent Gothic spires, this appearance, so far

as I know, being limited to shell-limestone. At this romantic spot

I staid three days, paying particular attention to the vegetation of the

place, which presents some curious features, of which the most
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remarkable is the existence of a species of maple and one of rue : the

former being an inhabitant of Nipal. the latter of considerable eleva-

tions on the Khasiya ranges. I was met here by Tapan Gam, the

chief of the kdnd, who claims all the offerings invariably mode to the

deity by every native visitor of whatever rank or religion he may be.

After examining the adjoining hills, over which the route pursued

by Lieutenant Wilcox lay, I was convinced of the impracticability of

proceeding, at least with the usual description of Assamese coolies.

I was therefore compelled to retrace my steps to Jingsha, having pre-

viously arranged with Tapan Gam for guides to shew me the usual

route. At Jingsha I was delayed for several days in bringing up rice,

which had been kindly forwarded from Sadiga by Lieutenant Millar,

and without which I knew it would be impossible to visit the interior.

From Jingsha I proceeded up the Karam in an easterly direction,

diverging thence up the Kussing Pdnee in a N. E. direction, thence

skirting the foot of the hills, through remarkably heavy bamboo

jungle. After a long march we descended a low hill to the Lai Punee, but

at a higher point than any previously visited. The following day I

commenced the ascent, passing during the day a small Mishmee village

without a name, and halting on the slope of a hill in heavy tree jungle.

Commencing our march early next morning, we ascended and descend-

ed several considerable hills, and at noon reached Deeling, the Dilling

of Captain Wilcox. This is a small village consisting of a few

houses, scattered in various directions, and opposite to it on the great

mountain Thumathaya is another called Yeu : there is about this place

a good deal of cultivation. It was here that I came upon the route

previously followed by Captain Wilcox. This I followed as far as

Ghaloom’s : it is correctly described in that officer’s memoir on Assam

and the neighbouring countries. Our halts were as follows :—on the

third day the bed of the Lohit

;

on the fourth at the mouth of the Lung

;

on the fifth at Ghaloom’s, whose village has been removed to the

banks of the Lohit, and at a distance of about one hour’s march in

advance from the old site. From Ghaloom’s I proceeded to Khosha’s,

whose village is on the north bank of the Lohit. I crossed the river,

which is here about forty yards wide, and as usual deep and tolerably

rapid, on a bamboo raft, no one but the Mishmees venturing by the

suspension canes, which are here stretched over a space of about

eighty yards, and at a formidable height from the stream. From
Khosha’s I proceeded to Primsong’s, whose village is at a much
higher elevation than any of the others: but Primsong was unfortu-

nately absent. This was the extreme point to which I was enabled

2 v 2
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to proceed, and after waiting three days for the arrival of the chief,

I returned to Khosha’s, where I met with Primsong, who had just

returned from a visit to Trusong, a chief whose village is far in

the interior.

I had thus become acquainted with all the influential chiefs near our

frontier, and by all I was received in a friendly and hospitable manner.

In accordance with my original intentions, my attention was in the

first place directed towards ascertaining whether the tea exists in this

direction or not, and, as I have already informed you, I have every

reason to think that the plant is unknown on these hills. From what

I have seen of the tea on the plains, I am disposed to believe that the

comparative want of soil, due to the great inclination of all the

eminences, is an insuperable objection to its existence.

As I before observed to you, during my stay at Jingsha my curiosity

had been excited by reports of an incursion of a considerable force of

Lamas into the Mishmee country. It hence became, having once

established a footing in the country, a matter of paramount import-

ance to proceed farther into the interior, and, if possible, to effect a

junction with these highly interesting people ; but all my attempts to

gain this point proved completely futile ; no bribes, no promises

would induce any of the chiefs to give me guides, even to the first

Mishmee village belonging to the Meyhoo tribe. I was hence com-

pelled to content myself for the present, with obtaining as much

information as possible relative to the above report, and I at length

succeeded in gaining the following certainly rather meagre account.

The quarrel, as usual, originated about a marriage settlement between

two chiefs of the Meyhoo and Taeen tribes : it soon ended in both parties

coming to blows. The Meyhoo chief, Rooling, to enable him at once

to overpower his enemies, and to strike at once at the root of their

power, called in the assistance of the Lamas. From this country a

force of seventy men armed with matchlocks made an invasion, and, as

was to be expected, the Taeen Mishmees were beaten at every point and

lost about twenty men. The affair seem to have come to a close about

September last, when the Lamas returned to their own country.

Where it occurred I could gain no precise information, but it must

have been several days’ journey in advance of the villages I visited.

It was owing to the unsettled state of the country, resulting from

this feud, that I could gain no guides from the Digaroos, without whose

assistance in this most difficult country, I need scarcely say, that all

attempts to advance would have been made in vain. These people

very plausibly said, if we give you guides, who is to protect us
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from the vengeance of the Meyhoos when you are gone, and who is to

insure us from a second invasion of the Lamas ? Another thing to be

considered is the influence even then exercised over the Mishmees

near our boundaries by the Singphos connected with the Dupha Gam;

but from the renewal of the intercourse with our frontier station,

there is every reason for believing that this influence is ere this nearly

destroyed.

I was, after various attempts, reluctantly obliged to give up the

affair, although I am by no means certain that, had I known of the de-

lay that would take place before I met Captain Hannay, a longer so-

journ in the hills would not have been attended with success. I returned

by the same route, halting at Deeling to enable me to ascend the great

mountain Thumathaya, on the top of which I passed one night, and the

ascent of which in every respect amply repaid me for all difficulties

incurred. On my return I visited Tapan Gam’s* village, where I met

several Singphos, w’ho were engaged in the late troubles on the side

of the Dupha, and which is reported to he the favorite haunts of

a famous Singpho dacoit, Chu'n Yu'ng
; thence I returned to Jingsha.

Nature of the country. The country traversed during the above

journey consisted of a series of ascents and descents, as must always

evidently be the case where the route follows the course of a consi-

derable river ; for difficulty it cannot well be surpassed, this again

depending on the proximity of the route to the Lohit. The only

comparatively easy portion is that between Dai P&nee and the place

where we descended to the bed of the large river. The hills are

invariably characterised by excessive steepness, and as the greater

portion of the route winds round these eminences at some height

above their bases, the marching is excessively fatiguing and difficult,

to say nothing of its danger. In very many places a false step would

be attended with fatal consequences ; in one place in particular,

upwards of an hour was consumed in traversing a sheer precipice at a

height of at least one hundred feet above the foaming bed of the Lohit ;

the only support being derived from the roots and stumps of trees

and shrubs, and the angular nature of the face of the rock, which i3,

1 believe, grey carbonate of lime:

Paths. The paths are of the very worst imaginable description,

always excessively narrow and overgrown by jungles in all directions.

In very steep places the descent is assisted by hanging canes, which

afford good support. No attempt is ever made at clearing them of

* This chief is not worthy of any encouragement. He would feel this the more, owing

to the proximity of his village to our boundary and its easiness of access.
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any obstruction : indeed the natives seem to think that the more diffi-

cult the paths the better, a greater security being thus obtained from

foieign invasion. Better paths do exist, and there is one in particular

on the north of the Lohit, which is that commonly used by the

Mishmees when carrying cattle back from the plains to their homes.

But it was my fortune to be shown the very worst, although I

escaped the cliff above alluded to by following on my return another

but very circuitous route. Up to Ghaloom’s old site the hills are nearly

entirely clothed with dense tree jungle, the points of some being

covered with a coarse grass ; thence every step towards the eastward

is accompanied by a most material improvement, the hills presenting

a very pleasing and varied surface, and being only clothed with tree

jungle towards their bases. The extreme summits of the loftiest are

naked and rugged.

Rivers and Torrents. The torrents which are passed between the foot

of the hills and Ghaloom’s are the Tussoo ( Dissd of Wilcox), which

separates Thumathaya from Deeling, the Lung and the 0. Of these the

Lung is the only one not fordable ; the Mishmees cross it by suspension

canes. I preferred constructing a rude bridge, which, as the torrent

is divided by huge boulders, was neither a difficult nor a very tedious

affair. The Tid-ding, which is of considerable size, is on the right

bank of the river. The rills are frequent, especially towards the foot of

the hills. I saw only one waterfall of any magnitude near the Tussoo :

the body of water is not great, but the height of the fall is certainly one

hundred feet. The Lohit itself beyond the Lung is of no great size,

the average breadth of the stream at that season being from forty to

fifty yards. At Ghaloom’s its depth did not appear to exceed thirty

feet. It is a curious fact, its temperature is lower than that of any of its

tributaries. Although I have not seen the Dibong, judging from the

comparatively small size of the Lohit, the probability is much in favor

of the former carrying off the waters of the Tsan-poo.—Primsong in-

deed informed me that the Lohit above the Ghaloom Pdnee (Ghaloom

Thee of Wilcox) is an insignificant mountain stream.

Altitude of Mountains. Of the height of the various ridges sur-

mounted I can give no idea : the only thermometer I had was

unfortunately broken before my arrival at the ktind. The high-

est I visited was Lumplung-thaya

;

the next in height Thumathaya :

on both these snow occasionally collects during the cold months. The

western face of the latter is completely bare towards its summit, the

eastern being covered with tree jungle. Of the former, the upper

third is completely naked ; and two efforts to complete its ascent were

fruitless.
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Geology. Of the geology of these hills I am unfortunately incompe-

tent to judge ; nor was I ever enabled to make a satisfactory collection,

owing to the impossibility of procuring additional carriage.

Zoology. The subjects presented by the animal kingdom are cer-

tainly not extensive either in number of species or of individuals. I

observed no wild quadrupeds except monkeys and an occasional

squirrel ; no tigers exist, hut bears are represented as tolerably

numerous. The number of birds which 1 succeeded in procuring

barely amounted to species.

Botany. Of the botany it is not my intention here to give an

extended account. It is sufficient to state that it appears to have

similar features with other portions of the Sub-Himdlayan ranges.

I did not reach the region of fir trees, but I could plainly distinguish

by the telescope the existence of very extensive forests on the loftier

ranges to the eastward. The families that have the most numerous

representatives are Composites, Urticeee, Balsami/ieee, Cyathandiacece,

Acanthaceee, Gramineee and Filices. The most interesting, chiefly from

the indicating elevation, or from their being usually associated with

climates similar to that of northern Europe, are Ranunculaceee, includ-

ing that valuable drug the Mishmee-Teeta, and the celebrated poison

Bee. Fumareaceee, Violaciee, Camelliacece, Hamamelidice, including the

Bucklandia and Sedgwickia, Gentianeee, Vacciniacece, Campanulacece,

Thymaleee, Juglandeee, Cvpuliferee. The most unique plants is a new

genus of Raffleseacea, like its gigantic neighbour of the Malayan

Archipelago, a parasite, on the root of a species of vine.

The natives of this portion of the range are divided into two tribes,

Taeen or Digaroo and Mevhoo, these last tracing their descent from

the Dibong Mishmees who are always known by the term crop-haired.

The Meyhoo, however, like the Taeens, preserve their hair, wearing

it generally tied in a knot on the crown of their head. The appear-

ance of both tribes is the same, but the language of the Meyhoos is

very distinct. They are perhaps the more powerful of the two
; but

their most influential chiefs reside at a considerable distance from the

lower ranges. The only Meyhoos I met with are those at Deeling,

Yeu, a small village opposite Deeling but at a much higher elevation,

and Tapan. I need scarcely add that it was owing to the opposition

of this tribe that Captain Wilcox failed in reaching Lama. The
Digaroos are ruled by three influential chiefs, who are brothers,

Erisong, Khosha, and Ghaloom : of these, Drjsong is the eldest and

the most powerful, but he resides far in the interior. Primsong is

from a distant stock ; and as the three brothers mentioned above are
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all passed the prime of life, there is but little doubt that he will soon

become by far the most influential chief of his tribe. Both tribes

appear to intermarry. The Mishmees are a small, active, hardy race,

with the Tartar cast of features ; they are excessively dirty, and have

not the reputation of being houest, although, so far as I know, they are

belied in this respect. Like other hill people, they are famous for the

muscular development of their legs :—in this last point the women
have generally the inferiority. They have no written language ;

—

their clothing is inferior ;
it is, however, made of cotton, and is of

their own manufacture ;—that of the men consists of a mere jacket

and an apology for a dhoti,—that of the women is more copious, and

at any rate quite decent : they are very fond of ornaments, especially

beads, the quantities of which they wear is very often quite astonishing.

They appear to me certainly superior to the A'bors, of whom, however,

I have seen but few. Both sexes drink liquor, but they did not seem

to me to be so addicted to it as is generally the case with hill tribes :

—

their usual drink is a fermented liquor made from rice called month „•

this, however, is far inferior to that of the Singphos, which is really

a pleasant drink.

Religion. Of their religion I could get no satisfactory information :

—

every thing is ascribed to supernatural agency. Tbeir invocations to

their deity are frequent, and seem generally to be made with the view

of filling their own stomachs with animal food. They live in a very

promiscuous manner, one hundred being occasionally accommodated in

a single house. Their laws appear to be simple,—all grave crimes

being judged by an assembly of Gams, who are on such occasions

summoned from considerable distances. All crimes, including murder,

are punished by fines ; but if the amount is not forthcoming, the

offender is cut up by the company assembled. But the crime of

adultery, provided it be committed against the consent of the husbandj

is punished by death ; and this severity may perhaps be necessary if

we take into account the way in which they live.

The men always go armed with knives, Lama swords, or Singpho

dhaos and lances ; and most of them carry cross-bows—the arrows for

these are short, made of bamboo, and on all serious occasions are

invariably poisoned with bee. When on fighting expeditions, they use

shields, made of leather, which are covered towards the centre with

the quills of the porcupine. Their lances are made use only for

thrusting : the shafts are made either from the wood of the lawn

(Caryota ureasj or that of another species of palma juce—they are

tipped with an iron spike, and are of great use in the ascent of hills.
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The lance heads are of their own manufacture and of very soft iron.

They have latterly become acquainted with fire-arms, and the chiefs

have mostly each a firelock of Lama construction.

Their implements of husbandry are very few and rude. They have

no metal utensils of their own manufacture,—all their cooking being

carried on in square capacious stone vessels, which answer their

purpose very well. The population is certainly scanty, and may be

estimated as follows :
—

Jingsha, 50

Tapan, 80

Dceling and Yeu, 80

Ghalooms 80

Khasha, 100

Primsong 70

400

This must he considered as a rough estimate, and probably is con-

siderably exaggerated.

The number of villages among which the above population is

distributed is seven, but it must be remembered that there are two

other villages, namely, Meerisao and Rulings, close to the Khashas.

By far the greater number of villages appear to be located near the

banks of the Lohit

;

I saw only one situated on the Leeng
;
while on the

summits of Thumathaya ,
the villages Jingsha, Tapan, Deeling and Yeu

consist of several houses, none, however, exceeding ten in number
;

and Ghaloom’s, Kh asha’s and Primsong’s consist each of a single

house. The houses in the former case resemble a good deal those of

the Singphos, and are of variable size ; in the latter case the house is

of enormous length, this depending on the rank of the possessor, and

capable of accommodating from eighty to one hundred and sixty

persons,—all are built on machauns, constructed almost entirely with

bamboo, divided into compartments and thatched with the leaf of a

marontaceous plant (arrow-root family) likewise found in Assam; this

being again covered, at least in some instances, with the leaves of a

species of ratan. The leaf of the former answers its purpose admir-

ably both as to neatness and durability, and forms an excellent protec-

tion against the rain. Khasha’s house is certainly one hundred and

sixty feet in length ; it is divided into twenty apartments, all of which

open into a passage
:
generally it would appear on the right side of

the house as one enters, along which the skulls and jawbones of the

various cattle killed during the possessor’s life time are arranged. In

each apartment there is a square fire-place, consisting merely of earth,

2 x
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about which the bamboos are cut away. As no exit for the smoke is

allowed, the air of the interior is dense and oppressive, and often

exceedingly painful to the eyes.

Domestic animals. Their live-stock consist chiefly of hogs, muthoons,

a noble animal intermediate between the bull and buffalo, and fowls.

Of these the hogs are the most common—they are easily procurable

;

but they are not at all disposed to part with the fowls, which they say

is the favorite food of the deity. I was hence frequently reduced to

eat pork, which seemed to me, no doubt, on account of its vile

feeding, very unwholesome. On my arrival at each village a hog was

killed as a matter of course, of which a portion was presented to me,

and a portion to my people. In one case only a young mathoon was

killed ; in all these cases, the flesh is immediately cut up and devoured

as soon as possible. Their cooking is very rude, chiefly consisting of

minces. Chowrie-tailed cows are only to be met with farther in the

interior.

Their dogs are of the ordinary pariah kind. Cats are uncommon.

Among the skulls ranged in their houses, those of several other

kinds of cattle occur, including the cows of the plains, and the buffa-

lo ; the remainder are procured entirely from Lama.

Cultivation. Their cultivation is scanty, apparently not sufficient to

supply even their wants, and carried on in a very rude wray. The

most favorable places are of course selected, either on the slopes of

the hills or on the occasionally more level patches, and joining the

Loliit. The soil in almost all cases consists of a thin superstratum of

vegetable mould. Some of the villages are in possession of a good sort

of hill rice, but the chief cultivation is of bobasd*, goomdanf or Indian

corn, khonee\ and two or three still inferior grains. The villages

situated at low elevations produce excellent yams and aloos of seve-

ral kinds. They are unacquainted with wheat, barley, &c. ; nor

have they even taken the trouble to obtain potatoes. The capability

of the country up to the point to which I searched, is not great, but

thence the landscape is at once sufficient to convince one that the

improvement is rapid as one proceeds to the eastward.

Of kanee a small quantity is cultivated, chiefly however for sale to

the Singphos, although many of the natives are great opium eaters.

They cultivate a sufficient quantity of cotton for the manufacture of

their own clothing, but it seems to be of inferior quality. Tobacco is

in great request, still it does not seem to be regularly cultivated.

Both sexes, young and old, are determined smokers ; their pipes are

* Elentine caracana. t Tea woys. t Davaee sp.
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chiefly of Singpho manufacture ; the poor classes contenting them-

selves with those made from bamboo.

Granaries. I should have mentioned that the produce of their fields

is kept in small granaries, at some distance from their houses : and it

is a regulation calculated to prevent quarrels, that each wife, (for they

tolerate polygamy,) has her distinct granary. Their bridges have

been well described by Captain Wilcox;—the passage of that at

Ghaloom’s which is full seventy yards in length, occupying from two

to two and half minutes. The articles in the greatest request among

them are salt, woollen clothing, printed cottons, and glass beads of

various colors. Of the existence of salt, within their own boundaries

they are unaware : generally they have none. Occasionally they pro-

cure Lama rock-salt, which is (in bulk) of a reddish color, from being

mixed up wT ith a red earthy substance somewhat aromatic. For these

they exchange cloths of their own making, and their three staple

articles, mishnee-teeta, bee, and geitkeoon, which are, in fact, at present

the only valuable known products of the country.

With Lama they carry on an annual trade, which apparently takes

place on the borders of either country. In this case mishnee-teeta,

is the staple article of the Mishmees, and for it they obtain dhaos or

straight long swords of excellent metal and often of great length

;

copper pots of strong, but rough make, flints and steel, or rather steel

alone, which are really very neat and good ; warm woollen caps,

coarse loose parti-colored woollen cloths, huge glass beads, generally

white or blue, various kind of cattle, in which Lama is represented as

abounding, and salts. I cannot say whether the Lamas furnish flints

with the steel implements for striking light
;
the stone generally used

for this purpose by the Mishmees is the nodular production from

Thumathaya,—and this, although rather frangible, answers its purpose

very well ; with the Singphos they barter elephant’s teeth, these animals

being found in the lower ranges, for slaves, dhaws, and buffaloes.

With the Khamtees they appear to have little trade, although there

is a route to the proper country of this people along the Ghaloom Pdnee,

or Ghaloom Thee of Wilcox’s chart; this route is, from the great

height of the hills to be crossed, only available during the hot

months.

With the inhabitants of the plains they carry on an annual trade,

which is now renewed after an interruption of two years, exchanging

cloths, Lama swords, spears, mishnee-teeta, bee, which is in very

great request, and gertheana much esteemed by the natives for its

peculiar and rather pleasant smell, for money (to which they begin to

2x2
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attach great value), cloths, salt and beads : when a sufficient sum of

money is procured, they lay it out in buffaloes and the country cattle.

Political relations. With reference to their political relations they

were all— at least all those near our frontier—active supporters of

the Dupha Gam, to whom they rendered very effectual assistance in

the erection of stockades, although they declined fighting. Formerly

the Raja of Assam exercised almost exclusive control over them

entirely, as it appears, from making their most influential chiefs trifling

annual presents of one or two buffaloes. With our government their

intercourse has, as I before mentioned, been entirely interrupted during

the last two years ; at present, however, they appear inclined to pay all

proper respect to the Assamese authorities. From the active assist-

ance they rendered Dupha Gam, and in the second instance to put

an impediment in the way of the trade of slaves, it is obviously of

importance to keep them in this friendly state, and this would be best

done by adopting the plan followed during the times of the Rajas of

this portion of Assam; and with this view I would beg to direct your

attention to Ghaloom, Khosha, and Primsong: of these three,

Khosiia is perhaps possessed of the greatest influence, but he is

getting old and inactive. The same may be said of Ghaloom, his

younger brother. The most active, ambitious, and enterprising man

is certainly Primsong, who is still young ; and as he evidently looks up

to the possession of the chief authority among the Gams, any favor

shewn to him would render him a steady friend. He is the only chief

I saw who is in the habit of visiting Lama. It was from materials

given by him that Captain Wilcox drew up that portion of his map

which has reference to the course of the Lchit, and it is through him

alone that we may look forward to becoming acquainted with the

country of the Lamas. He is, in fact, far superior to all the rest in

talents and information, and, as a proof of his activity, he has just

returned from the Hookum territory, where he saw Captain Hannay,

and whither he had no doubt followed the Dupha Gam. So long

indeed as the Mishmees are in relation with the Singphos, so long will

there be a ready way in which to dispose of slaves by the Singphos,

a people on whom no dependence is to be placed. At the period of

my visit to Khasha, I saw a slave who had been actually sold by

Singphos residing within our territory, within the last six months.

With the Dibong Mishmees they are, and always have been, engaged

in a war of extermination. Of this tribe, both Mooghoos and Digaroos

entertain the greatest fear : their inroads have caused the latter tribes

to forsake their haunts on the Digaroo mountains, and I am told that
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at this time none are to be found to the westward of the Tid-ding,

With the Lamas, as I have before observed, they are at present at

rupture ; and protection might be promised them against the inroads

of either people, such protection being chiefly limited to the loan of

old muskets and ammunition. It is chiefly owing to their proximity

to the Lamas, that the country of the Mishmees, as being the most

feasible route thither in this direction, is worthy of attention. It is

obvious from all accounts that the Lamas are a very superior race, and

that they greatly resemble the Chinese. It would hence be highly

desirable to open a trade between Upper Assam and Lama, and to this

I really see no insurmountable objection. The great object to be first

attained is personal communication with these people, and I have every

reason to believe that through the influence and aid of Primsong, who

is well acquainted with them, that 1 should be able to accomplish this.

On this subject, however, I have already addressed you officially.

—

Primsong, in the event of the non-consent of the other chiefs, has

promised to take the responsibility on himself, and as the route he has

promised to take me leads across the termination of the Himalayas, and

ends in some distance from the southern extremity of the valley, in

which the inhabitants of this portion of Lama reside, he could neces-

sarily act independently of them ; almost all the Meyhoo chiefs, from

whom the chief opposition is to be apprehended, being located along

the Loliit to the westward of the junction of the Ghaloom Pdnee.

Having once gained access to the valley, a return could be effected

along the banks of the Lohit, so as to materially increase our know-

ledge of that river. From my knowledge of the Mishmees I am
confident that the slightest care would ensure me from any attempts

at treachery. Open hostilities they would never attempt, and as there

would be no crossing of any considerable river, no attempts could be

made, as they, the Mevhoos, appear to have intended in Captain

Wilcox’s instance, on the party when subdivided. The hasty retreat

of this officer has been attended with unfortunate results in increasing

the fear which the Digaroos entertain for the Meyhoos.

With reference to my making the attempt, I can only say that sixty

maunds of rice are already lodged within the hills, and mv orders are

only necessary to cause its transportation to the villages of Khosha,

Ghaloom, and Primsong. Thus one great obstacle in all hill expedi-

tions is already removed. Primsong has engaged to provide me with

men for the transports of my carriage and the necessary presents

;

thus I shall run but little risk from detention owing to the sickness or

laziness of coolies. In short, the only thing likely to interrupt my
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progress will be sickness ; but having once reached Primsong’s, safety

would be perhaps insured. I speak here in allusion to the season, the

route being, from the great height of the mountains to be crossed, only

practicable during the rains. I shall close this portion of my letter

with a few remarks on the Lamas, for which I am indebted to

Primsong. He describes them as resembling the Chinese, whose

peculiar manner of wearing their hair thev adopt ; the country is very

populous, the houses well built, and the people are well supplied with

grain, the staple one being rice. They are of a large stature, well

clothed, wearing Chinese trousers and shoes, navigating their rivers

by means of boats, and using horses, of which they possess three

varieties, as beasts of burthen. They possess in addition, no less than

seven kinds of cattle. They distil ardent spirits, and their manufactures,

which are numerous, are said to be very superior.

On my arrival at Jingsha, I determined on crossing the country

towards Beesa, having heard that tea existed in this direction.

Leaving Jingsha, I proceeded up the Karan to the east, thence diverg-

ing to the south along the now nearly dry bed of the Kamptee. During

the march I passed one small Singpho village, and in the evening

arrived at Onsa, the largest Singpho village I ever saw. On the

following day I left for Sutloon, and after a march of three hours halted

beyond Suttoon close to the head of the Tenga Piinee. From this, on

the following day, I proceeded crossing the Tenga Panee, the course of

which I followed for some distance, thence diverging to the S. W.
towards the Minaboom range through excessively heavy bamboo

jungle. On reaching the Muttock Panee I ascended its dry bed for

some distance until we reached the hills. This range, along which I

proceeded some distance, is entirely sandstone, and in no part exceeds

five hundred feet in height ; thence descended and arrived at the

Meerep Panee, in the bed of which we halted. The next day carried

me after a long march to Beesa, the course first laying down the Meerep

Panee, thence to the westward and through a very low and uninterest-

ing and nearly uninhabited country. We emerged from the jungle about

a mile and a half above Beesa, to which place our course lay along the

nearly dry bed of the formerly larger now small Diking. This river

which up to last year drained a great portion of the Singpho country

on this side of the Patkaye range, is now nearly dry, its waters having

taken a new course into the Kamroop, and thence into the Booree

Diking. It is now only navigable for small boats as far as the

Degaloo Goham’s village, which is but a short distance from its

mouth.
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The valley occupied by the Khakoo Singphos, which I had thus

crossed, is hounded to the N. E. by the Mishmee mountains, and to the

S. W. by the Mimboom range ; it is of a triangular form, and not of

any great extent : it is drained by the Tcnga Pdnee. The whole valley

is comparatively high, and maybe considered as alow tableland : it is

incomparably the finest part of our territory inhabited by Singphos,

that I have yet seen : between Itusu and Lattora, I passed, although it

was a short march, five large villages
; and whatever the case may be

with the other portions of our Singpho territory, this valley is very

populous and highly flourishing. Luttora is a village of no great size :

formerly Luttora Gam was the chief of the whole valley, but his

followers, since the affair of the Dupha Gam, have divided them-

selves between Itusa and Ittanshantan Gams who are friendly to our

Government.

From Itusa Gam I met great attention ; from Luttora Gam, until

latelv an avowed enemy to our Government, I received a visit, being

the first he ever paid to any officer. He made the usual professions of

submission ; but on mv telling him that he should send in his submis-

sion to the officers at Sadiya, he replied very quietly, that he must

first communicate with the Dupha Gam. (Latterly I understand that

he has sent his submission in to the Political Agent.) He was attended

with a considerable number of men armed with lances and dhaos. He
is a large, ruffianly-looking man, nearly blind, and for a Singpho very

dirty. He was attended with an adherent of the Dupha Gam, who had

just returned from Hookum. This man descanted on the general satis-

faction given to the chiefs about Hookum bv the presents of Captain

Hannay, and he said that all the chiefs had agreed to bury the re-

membrance of all former feuds in oblivion.

The chief cultivation of the valley is that of ahoo dhan, the fields of

which are numerous and extensive.

The manners of the Khakhoos are the same as those of the other

Singphos; they are represented, however, as excelling these in treacheiy

and cruelty. I met with no opposition on the journey, although I was

attended by only sixteen Douaniers ; and although, as I have since as-

certained, my adoption of this route caused great offence to the chiefs*

one of whom sent a letter of remonstrance to the officers at Sadiya.

They have a great number of Assamese slaves, and there is but little

doubt that the practice of slave-selling still exists among them. In fact

a Donanier from Chykwas was actually obliged to place himself under

my protection. None of the villages are stockaded. Luttora is on a

strong site, being built on a steep eminence nearly surrounded by two
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small streams ; and as the ascent is steep, although not great, it is

difficult of access, and might be well defended.

I gained no clue to the actual existence of the tea, although the

yellow soil was not unfrequent towards the head of the Tenga Pdnee.

The Minaboom range, as I have above observed, is of no considerable

height ; it is covered with tree jungle, among which occurs a species

of dammai, amagnolea, and one or two species of oak.

On arriving at Becsa I heard that Mr. Bruce was at Fingree, and

as that gentleman had previously expressed a wish that I should give

my opinion on his mode of tea culture, 1 immediately determined

on proceeding thither : with this view I left for Rupoo, which I reached

in two ordinary marches. There visited the tea, and then left for

Rapoodoo. Here also I visited the tea, which is abundant, appearing

to me the best of that produced in the Singpho territory ;—the soil is

precisely the same, in all its external characters, as that of the other

tea localities.

The tea plant being certainly adapted to some degree of shade, the

free exposure to the sun seems wrong in principle, evidently producing

a degree of coarseness in the leaves, totally incompatible, I presume,

with the production of fine flavored teas.

From this place I proceeded through heavy jungle, uninhabited

except by elephants, for twTo days, literally cutting my way where the

tracks of the elephants were not available owing to their direction.

Our course being determined by that of the Dibora, on the evening

of the second day we arrived at Choakree Ting in the Muttock country,

and halted on the Rolea Pdnee. The third day, after a very long

march of nearly twenty miles, carried me close to Ranga gvrrah. On
reaching this I found that Major White was expected daily, but that

Mr. Bruce had already returned to Sadiyd.

I had the pleasure of accompanying Major White three days after

my arrival to Tingree, from which place we returned direct to

Sadiyd, the march occupying three days.

The greater part of Muttock which I had thus an opportunity of

seeing may be characterised as capable of producing tea, the soil

being in almost every instance of that yellow color, hitherto found to

be so characteristic of the tea localities. To this the only exceptions

exist in the swampy ravines, which are occasionally of great extent.

The better portions consist of rather high plains, covered with tall

coarse grasses, and intersected here and there with narrow strips of

jungle. It may be considered as a comparatively open country ;—the

villages are numerous, and the people satisfied. Altogether Muttock
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may be considered as a well-governed flourishing district. But on

this point I need not detain you, as the nature of the district is suffi-

ciently well known.

The villages passed between Beesa and Muttock are few
;
the first is

a small temporary village occupied by Nagas, about ten miles from

Beesa. The next is Dhompoan, a large Singpho village, half way

between the Naga village, and Rapoo, Rusoo

;

and, lastly, Rup&doo.

Between this and Choakri Ting no villages occur.

II .— Corrected Estimate of the risk of life to Civil Servants of the

Bengal Presidency. By H. T. Prinsep, Esq. Sec. to Govt. S;c.

In the number of this Journal for July, 1832, some Tables were

published showing the risk of life amongst Civil Servants on the

Bengal Establishment, and in a short article the principles were

explained upon which the tables had been framed. The method

adopted in that article for computing the risks of life in the Civil

Service of the Bengal Presidency has met the entire approbation of the

most able actuaries in England, and the tables have not only been

adopted as affording the best estimate forthcoming of the chances of

life amongst persons in good circumstances in the climate of India, but

attempts have likewise been made to apply the same method of compu-

tation toother services. Amongst others, Mr. Curnin has, we under-

stand, successfully computed tables framed on the same principles for

the Military Services of all the three Presidencies of India, from the

year 1765 to the present date,—a work of immense labour, the results

of which we hare seen in abstract, and lament that the publication of

them has been so long delayed. As our Civil Service tables have

thus acquired an importance, as well from the use made of them by

insurance offices, as from the application of the principle to the

construction of other tables, we have deemed it necessary, now that

another lustrum of five years has passed since they were framed, to

republish them, completed to the close of 1836, and to draw attention

a second time to the method adopted in their construction. We will not

conceal that a principal motive with us for taking this trouble is that

we have discovered some errors in the Tables of 1832, and therefore

are anxious to supercede it for practical use by supplying one

more accurate. We are glad also to avail ourselves of the opportunity

to point the attention of public officers and persons of intelligence at

other Presidencies to the expediency of keeping registers and framing

similar tables for the different services with which they may be con-

2 T
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nected. In a very valuable paper drawn up bv Mr. Griffith Davies

for the Bombay Civil Fund, a form of register is given, which, if duly

kept, will afford the means of constructing accurate tables for any

purposes framed precisely upon our principle, and this table may be

adopted for a regiment or for any number of persons circumstanced

alike—that is, when in a condition to yield a fair average of casualties,

just as well as for a service constituted like the Civil Services of the

different Presidencies. The only thing to be attended to is, that in

like manner as a separate page in the service registers ought to be

set apart for the nominations of Civil Servants for each year, because,

forf acilitv of computation, we assume them to be of persons of the

same average age, so a separate page must be assigned to persons of

the same age when the register is formed for the purpose of obtain-

ing the risks of life amongst persons promiscuously selected, and not

of uniform or nearly corresponding ages.

As it is of importance that this should be well understood, and

because we wish to inculcate the expediency of framing tables of the

same kind not only for his Majesty’s and for the Native regiments,

but likewise for the natives of cities and towns in different parts of

India, we shall devote a few words to a little further explanation of the

registers we recommend to be kept. The following is the form into

w’hich any number of names upon which it is desired to obtain life

results of any kind maybe entered, taking care only, as before pointed

out, that those entered in the same page are always of the same age

at the time of first registry.

Nowr
if one hundred names of soldiers were entered in the first

column as having come into the country at the age of 23, though

every one of them came, perhaps in a different year, still the register

for as many years as it may extend in respect to these persons,

* Discharged. f Returned to England.
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giving in each the fact of the individual having o.utlived that year or

not, or any other circumstance or event, must afford the means of

computing the different accidents of life for every age that may be

reached by the persons so registered, and the results of one page may
be combined with those of any other hv adding the sum at the bottom

of the page to the proper column with reference to age of such other

page, and by taking out of the whole the number of deaths or of mar-

riages or of the births of children, male or female, or of any other ac-

cident of life that may be recorded in the column to compare with the

sum of the lives of the age in both pages or of as many pages as may

be brought into the computation.

We presume that every insurance office keeps registers framed upon

this principle, but we wish to see them extended to the Army and

likewise to some thousands of natives in towns and in the interior,

with a view to obtaining the materials for computing the risks and

accidents of life amongst these classes at different ages, in respect to

which we are nt present without any materials for framing a table or

estimate of any kind.

The tables given in Captain Henderson’s article upon the subject

of the value of life in India, published in the last volume of the

Researches of the Asiatic Society, though framed with great labour,

are defective in this point*. They afford general averages of the value

of life amongst certain classes, but not of the value of life at each year

of age, which is a most essential circumstance ; and for insurance offices

or for institutions which deal in annuities, the risks with reference to

age are the main and most important, if not the only, matter for

consideration.

It is to be observed that it will not be possible to frame registers

retrospectively for any class of persons, unless from peculiar circum-

stances a given number of names with the age of each individual can

be entered for any specific past date, and these can be followed out

in all their circumstances to the date of the formation of the regis-

,

ters. This is the principle upon which the previous and present

tables have been framed for the Bengal Civil Service, and upon which

similar tables have been made for the Army. The nominations of

each year to the different services being fixed and known, and the

* Capt. DeHaviland’s tables for the Madras army are an exception to this

remark, as they are framed by years of service on our principle, but the results of

the first years of the series give ratios of deaths for those years which cast a

doubt on the accuracy of the whole table. Mr. Gordon’s army table is of too

old a date to be useful.

2 y 2
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power existing of tracing almost every nominee, the registers have

been made up for past years as completely and accurately as if the

nominees of the present year were to be followed prospectively through

their career of service to the time of their deaths or retirements. The

same principle may perhaps be adopted in framing regimental regis-

ters retrospectively for privates and non-commissioned officers,

because each individual can similarly be traced, and his age at the

time of enlistment or of arrival in India will be on the regimental

rolls ; but no materials will be any where forthcoming from which to

do the same for any class of natives, unless it be for the tenants of

the different jails during the period of their confinement for debt or

under criminal sentences.

Having premised the above remarks on the general applicability of

the method of computation adopted for ascertainment of the risks of

life amongst Bengal Civil Servants, it remains to give the amended

table, framed from the registers prepared in the Secretary's office at

Calcutta for the Bengal Service from 1790 to 1836. The number of

individuals of the class whose names are registered, and who have

given to our table a first year of life, is now very nearly 1000*, and

the average of the first five years is consequently framed on a total

of 4525 lives. To the end of the 20th year the number of annual

lives now exceeds 300, and the five years’ averages are upon numbers

exceeding two thousand ; the yearly numbers diminish to 100 at the

end of the 30th year, only affording for the five years’ average of that

period of life as many as 660 lives. For the succeeding five years

the average is reduced to actual casualties upon 299 lives, and after

that the numbers are too small to afford any data that can be relied

upon.

To the corrected estimate now given of the risks of life in the

Bengal Civil Service, we have added a column for retirements, in or-

der that the curious in Europe may build ingenious speculations

thereupon. It is mortifying to observe that the total number of these

* The registered nominations are 1003, but this includes the nominees of 1836

who have not yet given us a first year of life. The following test of the accura-

cy of our table maybe satisfactory.

Nominees from 1790 to 31st Dec. 1836 1003

Deaths of table, 335

Deaths in year of nomination, not included iu the table, 8

Retirements as in table, 177 520

Remains on the Civil List 1st January, 1837, deducting the

China Servants, 483
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does not equal one half of the deaths, but this statement we would re-

mark is not framed to show the chance an individual entering the Ben-

gal Civil Service has of retiring with a fortune. For the exhibition of

that result a very different table must be prepared, framed on the

principle of following out the nominations of those particular years of

which all the nominees are expended by death or retirement. There

are four years in this predicament, the results of which give the fol-

lowing ratios of deaths to retirements.

Nominations.

Deaths. Retirements.

Before
20th year.

In or after

20th year.

Before
20th year.

In or after

20th year.

1790 19 8 3 2 6

1792 18 5 2 2 9
179* 26 12 5 5 4

1793 32 8 8 6 10

95 33 18 15 29
51 44

From this it would appear that out of ninety-five Bengal nomina-

tions the deaths are 51, or more than half; the retirements are

44, of which 15 occurring before the 20th year cannot be considered

as retirements with fortunes made in India. Twenty-nine, however, out

of 95, or somewhat less than one-third, is the proportion of retirements

with fortune afforded by the results of these four years.

To return, however, to the life tables: we have not thought it worth

while to publish on this occasion the extended tables in which the

results of each individual year have been combined for the formation

of the corrected general result now exhibited. These exist together

with elaborate registers with the name of every Bengal Civil Servant

inscribed ready to be referred to by any person desirous of looking

further into the detail. We explained fully in the article of July, 1 832,

the method we had followed in extracting and combining these

results, and it would be an unnecessary repetition therefore to follow

the process of computation again through each of the stages. We
conclude with expressing our desire that the present table may super-

cede altogether Table III. of the article of July, 1832, and we vouch for

its superior and, we believe, perfect accuracy. The quinquennial

percentage is carried only to the thirteenth year of residence or 49th

of life. The results of the remaining years are gathered into our per-

centage for the whole.
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Amended Table for shelving the risks of life in the Bengal Civil Service,

founded on the actual casualties upon the nominations made to that

Service from 1790 to 1836, the first year being computedfrom the

Is; January, after the year of nomination.

'

Year

of

Service. Age. Number of Servants. Deaths.
Total

deaths

ini

5

years.

1

Percentage
rate of
deaths in

10,000.

Retirements
actual.

1 20 r 975 19
1

2
1

2 21 933* 22
|

3

3 22 4525 906* 18
J-90 199 7 126

4 23 674* 19
f

5 i

e 24 835* 12 7
J

6 25 ' 790* 10
1

7 3

7 26 754 17 4

8 27 3454* 694* 17
J.72

208 3 (.21

9 28 638 20 4
1

JO 29 577* 8
J

3
J

J) 30 545 6 i 2 )

12 31 519* 14
|

1

13 32 2469J 489 8
J.41

166 2
>
13

14 33 468 5
1

6
15 34 448 8

J
2

16 35 4 24 6
1

6
17 36 403 9 2

|

18 37 1879 -i 37«* 1

1

y
44 234 7

19 38 351 10
1

2

20 39 324* 8 7

21 40 293* 1 1

i
9

22 41 270 10 6

23 42 1214* 239 10
j.43 354 6 133

24 43 216 5 2

25 44 196 7
j

10

26 45 167* 7
1

9

27 46 148 7
|

S

28 47 660* 129 3 s.24 363 8 (.31

29 48 114* 4
I

30 49 101* 3
J

5

31 50 88* 4
*

9

32 51 67* 1 5

33 52 299 -{ 57* 3 5

34 53
1

47* 6
1 (20

35 54 38 2 °

16
J

136 55 r 32j 1

37 56
1

24* 1 5

38 57 109 -j 19* 1
1

39 58 1 17* 0
f-21

486 I
8

40 59 L is 0 0

41 60 r 9

3

2 1

42 61
i

5 0 °
1

43 62 25 -i
5 0 0

44 63
1

3 0 °

45 64 l 3 1

°
1

-

L J
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III.

—

A Grammar of the Sindhi language, dedicated to the Right Honor -

able Sir Robert Grant, Governor of Bombay. By W. H. Wathen,

Esq.

It has been often paradoxically asserted, that those who have the

most to do, contrive also to have the most leisure. The maxim will

admit of as easy illustration in India as elsewhere, and may be support-

ed by the highest examples, if it be conceded that the office of Secretary,

or Minister, to an Indian Government requires a full allotment of time,

an ample share of mental and mechanical exertion ; for the Secre-

tariat of either Presidency may be regarded as the fountain head of

authorship on all Indian subjects, literary, political or historical. We
need not recapitulate digests of law, Hindu and Musulman ; narratives

of campaigns ;
schemes of fiscal administration, which may naturally

enough emanate from such sources ; but in pure literature, editorship

of oriental publications, and translations therefrom, our Secretaries

have ever occupied the foremost rank.

The present production of the Chief Secretary at Bombay is only a

fresh instance of the talent and industry which in India is sure to

win the reward of high appointment ; but it is deserving of more than

usual encomium, being a work of sheer labour and troublesome

compilation, unsweetened wdth the associations of the annalist

depicting events on which the fate of empires rested ;—unenlivened

by the ingenuities of antiquarian speculation or the romance of

mythologic fiction. His has been a dry labour of utility, not of love,

“ to facilitate the intercourse of Europeans with the inhabitants of

Sindh and the adventurous merchants of Shikarpur and Multan.” It

is a sequel to the famous Indus-navigation treaty;—one better calcu-

lated to effect a mutual understanding than the diplomatist’s negocia-

tion wdth its uncompromising tariff ! That it serves as a faithful

interpreter, we have at this moment the best testimony to offer in

a letter from an officer now travelling on the Indus, who says, “ The

Sindhi grammar does not contain a mistake, and I have never found

myself at a loss, with a knowledge of its contents.” It may seem

extraordinary that such a work should have been wholly compiled at

a distance from, and by one who has, wre believe, never visited, the

country ; but this is explained by the constant resort of the Sindhis to

Bombay, where for the last 20 or 30 years at least 10,000 persons, the

greater part of the population of Tatta, have become domiciled, speak-

ing and writing their own tongue.

The Sindhi language is spoken “ through the whole province of

Sindh, and is said to he understood as far north as the territories of
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Baha'wal Khan, the Derdjdt, and Multdn

;

it prevails westward in

Cutch-Gandava, Shdl, Mastung and Pishin ;
eastward in Cutch it is

spoken with some slight variations in formation and accent.”

May we not venture to extend these boundaries, if not of the precise

idiom, at least of the connected dialects of the Sindhi language ?

—

Have not the words Sindhi and Hindi a common origin, the permuta-

tion of the h and s being nothing more in fact than the same difference

of dialect which is preserved to this in the twin names of the river,

Sinde and Indus ? This at least is one of the most plausible theories

of the origin of the name of India, and it is supported by innumerable

examples of Zend and Persian words, in which the aspirate has taken

the place of the Sanscrit sibilant.

The commercial celebrity of the Hindus in all ages attaches with

undiminished force to the Sindh and Mdrwar merchant of the present

day. They have their branch kothis not only throughout Upper India,

but in Calcutta, Bombay, and wherever commerce is active. Theirs

may he said to he the very language and archetype of hoondee circu-

lation—the monopoly of banking business throughout the country.

“ The adventurous nations of Shikdrpur and Multan are spread in

colonies throughout the whole of the extensive provinces of Central

Asia, and form the chief medium for commercial transactions in those

countries. They are to be found in Russia, at Astrakhan, through

Baluchistan and Seistdn, as well as at Hirat, and Bokhara : they pos-

sess political influence occasionally with the chiefs of those countries,

from their command of capital, and their frequently taking farms of

the revenues. Travellers starting from Shikdrpur or Multan (add

Bombay, Calcutta, or Benares) might from them obtain bills of exchange

on Russia, Persia, Khordsdn, and Central Asia.”

The neighbouring province of Gujerat is equally celebrated for its

early commercial enterprize. We learn from Hamilton, that the

numerous tribes of banyas, named banyans by the English, are indi-

genous to this part of India, whence they have travelled to all parts

of the continent, and formed settlements, “ where their descendants

continue to speak and write the Gujerdti tongue, which may he pro-

nounced the grand mercantile language of Indian marts*.”

For the foreign commerce of India the mouths of the Indus pro-

bably held long precedence to Gujerat, Cambay, and Baroach, the

Barugaza of Arrian, which, more distant from Arabia and the Persian

Gulph, would require a more advanced knowledge and boldness of

navigation. Indeed it is a curious fact, that Pdtala, the seaport on

* Hamilton’s Hindostan, I. 612.
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the Indus, still famous in Alexander’s time, should no longer he

mentioned by the author of the Periplus, in whose time illlnagara

(Afahd Nagar ?) had become the capital of the country.

Pdtala, in further support of our argument that Sindh was one

focus of Indian civilization and colonization, is accounted by the

Hindus the seat of government of the very founder of the Solar races,

the Rajputs of modern India
; Mr. Csoma Koros extracts the fol-

lowing particulars regarding it from the Tibetan authorities.

“ Potala or Potalaka (Tib. g gru-hdsin, or vulgo kru-dsin,

boat-receiver, a haven or port) is the name of an ancient city at the

mouth of the Indus river, the residence of Ixwaku and his descen-

dants of the Sunjavamsa. Four young princes (who afterwards were

surnamed Sha'kya) being banished from that city by their father,

took refuge in Kosula on the banks of the Bhagirathi river (in the

modern province of Rohilkhand
) and built the city of Capilavaslu.

The residence of the Dalai Lama at Lassa (built about the middle of

the 12th century) is likewise called Potala, because Chen-

rezik
(|j3|

T
i.<\f’E]'?E]'\/) the patron of the Tibetians, the spiritual son

of Amitabha, is said to have resided at Potala in ancient India, and

to have visited Tibet from that place*.”

The Sindhian origin of the Rajput tribes derives no inconsiderable

support from the evidence of the grammar and vocabulary before

us. Here we find the mass of the language (excluding of course the

Persian infusion) merely a little different in spelling and inflexion from

the Brijbhdkd or pure Hindi of Upper India ; while there is a strong ar-

gument that the Sindhi is the elder of the two, in the more regular and

elaborate inflexions of its cases and tenses
; and particularly in the

complete conjugation of the auxiliary verbs human and thiyan, to be,

of which, in the Hindi, we find but a single tense of the latterf, and a

few tenses and a present and past participle of the former, extant.

Although we cannot attempt to enter upon a critical examination of

the grammar, which would indeed require a knowlege of Sanskrit, and

perhaps Zend in addition to the vernacular, we feel it impossible to

resist inserting these two verbs, as wr ell for the important part they

enact in modern dialects, as for the philological interest of these almost

universal auxiliaries, particularly in regard to the pronominal affixes,

elsewhere become nearly obsolete. The infinitives, like the Persian

and Sanskrit, terminate in an.

* Csoma’s MSS. Seethe Observations of M. Burnouf in the preceding num-
ber, page 291.

t Or rather, none at all in the Hindi ; for thd the thi belong to the Hindu-
ith&ni or Urdu.

2 z
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Conjugation of the Sindhi auxiliary verbs, to be

Infinitive. Ho-uan (Sanskrit root V.)

[May,

Indicative. S.

1st Present.
1. Awn dhiyan
2. Tun d'un
3. Hil ahe

P. 1. Asin dhiyun
2. Ain dh yo
3. Hui dhin

I am.

T.hi-yan (S. ^jr, or ?)

Caret

S. 1. Huwan-t,ho I am being. T.hiydn t,ho (fern, thi)
2. Huen-t,ho T.hiyen t,ho

3. Hoe-t,ho T.hiye t,ho

P. 1. Ho,un-thd T.hiyun thd
2. Ho,o-thd T.hiyo thd
3. Ho,wan-thd T,hiyan thd

S. 1. m. Hos fem. Huis m. T,he thiyos f. T,he t,his

2. Ho,en Hoen T,he t.hiyen T,he t.hien

3. Ho Hui T,he t.hiyo T,het,hi-i
P. 1. Hua sun Huyun sun T.het, liiya sun T.hethiyasun

2. Hua Huyun T,he t,hiya T,he thiya
3. Hua Huyun T,he t,hiya T,he thiyun

2nd Imperfect.

Perfect.

Preterperfect.

Pluperfect.

1. Hundo-hos, &c. Hundihuis T.hindo hos, &C. T.hindi husi
(m. Plural Hunda)

Caret.

Caret.

(masc. plur. Thinda)
S. 1. Thiyos Thus

2. Thiyen Thien
3. Thiyo Thii

P. 1. Thiya sun Thii sun
2. Thiya Thiya
3. Thiya Thiyun

S. 1. Thiyo ahiyan Thii, &c.

3. -ahe

Caret.

1. Thiyd dliiyun

2. —dlnyo
3. —ahin

S. 1. T.hiyo hos
2 .

3.

-hoen
-ho

P. 1. Thiyd hasun

Future.

Subjunctive.
Present.

Perfect.

Future.

Imperative.

S. 1. Hundos
2. Hunden
3. Hundo

P. 1. Hundasun
2, 3. Hundd

3. Ilundd
S. 1. Hudn

2. Hoen
3. Hoe

P. 1. Ho,un
2. Ho,o
3. Hon

by adding je, if,

to the indicative.

I may, or will be.

2 .

3.

-hud
-hud

I may be. m.

T.hindos
T.hinden
T.hindo
T.hinda sun
T,hinda

T’hinda
Thindo hundos

den
do

Thi huis
huen
hui

Thiyun hasun
Thiyd hud
Thiyun huyun
Thindis
Thinden
Thindi
Th ndi sun
Thindiyun

S. 2. Ho-tun
P. 2. Howo-ain

Participle present,

past,

perfect.

Hundar,

Thinda hunda sun
hundd
hundd

S. 1. Thiyo hundos
2. den &c.

S. 1. Thiyan P. 1. Thiyun
2. Thiyen 2. Thiyo
3. Thiye 3. Thiyan

S. 2. Thi-tun
P. 2. Thiyo-ain

being. T.hindar
Thiyal

having been. Thi, Thai, Thi kare

Thai kare
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In a similar manner is conjugated Waitjan (H. jana) to go, used as

the auxiliary of the passive of other verbs : ivendo, going—wayo (H.

gaya) gone : wanj-iun, go thou.

The personal pronouns awan, tun, and their plurals asin, taivin, ap-

proach nearly to the Sanskrit ahum, ticam ; asmdn, yusmdn (obj.) : but

for the third personal pronouns, as in Hindi, the demonstratives he

and Am (H. yih and wnh) are employed, in lieu of the Sanskrit sell, sd,

tat ; in bhdka, sing. ^T, ffr
;
plur. ft, frPT In the declensions of nouns

we miss the ka-ke-ki to which Timur’s soldiery professed such an abhor-

rence, but it is merely softened into jo-je-jijd. Of these, however, we

find traces in the Hindi pronominal inflexions mujhe, tujhd, which seem

to be identical with mun-jo and to-jo of the Sindhi. This affix may be

the adjectival or possessive V ya of the Sanskrit : and analogies of both

might be pointed out in Greek, as in the nearly synonimous flac-iAe-m

and Pa.!n\i-Ka. One example of declension will suffice :

—

Murs, a man.
Singular. Plural.

Nom. Acc. Voc. Murs, a man, oh man. Mars, men, oh men.
Gen. Mfirsa-jo-ji-je-j i. Mursana-jo, &c.
Dat. Mursa-khe. Mursana-khe.

Abl. Mursa-khon. Mursana-khon.

When the nominative ends in the vowel o the plural is in d: the

feminine takes un in the pural, as zdl a woman, zdlun.

We do not quarrel with the author for romaniziny his grammar, as it

is principally intended for European students ;
but we are inclined to

cavil at the employment of the Persian alphabet in conjunction with the

Roman rather than the Nagan, which would certainly conform with

more facility to the palatials, dentals, and aspirates of the Indian

family :
expresses more elegantly as well as more

J C\

precisely, Bachhri billi khon (from a bad cat) than
.

It is a curious circumstance that most of the masculine "substantives

and adjectives terminate in 6 ; a peculiarity also remarked in the Zend

language, and strikingly exemplified on all the legends of our Baetrian

and Indo-Scythic coins, whether in the Greek or in the Pehlevf charac-

ter. The extensive vocabulary attached to the grammar may there-

fore perhaps prove of use in decyphering these ancient relics ; though

more might be expected from a scrutiny of the language of the

soi-disant descendants of the Kaidnian in the Kohistdn. We recom-

mend M. Masson to collect vocabularies from these people and from

the Sidhposhes.

One of the most singular anomalies of the Sindhi language, is the

arrangement of its alphabet, which differs totally from the perfect

classification followed throughout the peninsula. The author makes

2 z 2
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no remarks on the subject further than that “ with one or two excep-

tions the letters are merely represented by ciphers, combinations of

numbers, and fractional parts : for example 1
1 1

(fths) for n ; 8 (4) for

ck

;

&c. &c.
!”

Having on a former occasion noticed the singular application of the

Arabic numerals to the alphabet of the Maidive islands, we were struck

with the apparent similarity of the process here pointed out at the

opposite extremity of India ; but a closer examination removed most

of the analogy by shewing that the Sindhi and M ultdni letters, although

strikingly similar in form to the common numerals, were all deducible

from the elements of the ordinary Deva-Nagarl symbols, and that they

are, in fact, but one step removed from the Mcirwdri and Mehajam of

our mercantile class. This we have endeavoured to shew in the ac-

companying lithographic table (XXII.) (being always happy to add to

our catalogue of Indian alphabets !). The Mdrwdri (which does not

differ essentially from the Bemirasi) we have added on the authority of

gomashtas residing in Calcutta

;

but it must be remembered that these

written characters are peculiar to the mercantile class, and that the

learned of Mdrwur and Sindh, as of other places, use the Deva-Nagarl

forms. As to the arrangement of their alphabet given by our author on

the authority of merchants, it seems to be nothing more nor less than

a couple of mcmoria-technica lines contrived to comprehend the whole

of the letters combined with their most usual vowel sounds ; so that in

ordinary writing the merchants may dispense with the application of

the matras or vowel-marks. The inconvenience of this omission is not

much felt in the limited scope of mercantile correspondence, and in

the drafting of lioondees, where the same sentences are constantly

repeated. Indeed the first memorial line of the Sindhi and Multdni

alphabets,

pronounced, Puja suldmati howen ghani Bhai Teh Chand, (with vowels)

generally forms the opening (mutato nomine) of every mehajan’s epis-

tle, as may be seen in the example given by our author*. It may be

translated “ Prayer (or 1 pray) that health may be abundant to brother

Tek Chand.” The continuation is as follow's :

pronounced, chha ba ra noth rue rh gajan khatri pha dhauf.

* The meaning of the specimen of hoondee endorsement lithographed at the foot of

the plate is “ one half (being) rupees twenty-five, double fifty, to be paid in full.”

t We have ventured to alter one or two of the letters eonjecturally, which in the

lithographed plate copied from the grammar, are repeated, while those we have substi-
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This second line has probably a meaning also, but not a single

word of it can be found in the vocabulary
; nor can the natives be

persuaded to divulge it, whether from superstitious prejudice or from

ignorance ; it may be merely a nonsense verse embodying the rest of

the letters. Chabrana'th Rai sounds like a name or title.

The Mdrwdrl alphabet contains two poetical lines almost as unin-

telligible as those of Sindh. As written by our informant a gomashta

in one of the banking houses, and lithographed in Plate XXII. with the

vowel marks, they abound in errors, nor could we obtain from him any

inkling of their meaning. By dint of persevering inquiry, and aided

by the Hindi and the Sanskrit dictionaries, we have restored what

seems to be the right reading of the text as follows :

3TTRT vspfiT Rn? ^

3

wrt TTS

or in Roman characters, (differing from the version in the Plate,)

Sri data dhanko subhdw, bdla moh khaga ghatang.

A'i putha, jar dhayn ; Uchurl, chattanjhapang.

which, translated as literally as the idiom will allow, is

“ Charity (1) of riches is the natural fruit
;
to me hoy, oh god, (2) may it be so.

Reading attained, ignorance is dispelled (3) ; by good enunciation (4), wisdom (5)

instantly (6), (is attained).”

(1.) ^l^TrTT masculine, a charitable man. to wealth,

is natural. (2.) the sun, a deity, (Wilson’s Diet.) might lead

to the supposition that the couplet was invented while the people were

sun- worshippers ! ghatang, may it happen. (3) from 3TifT

to break down, destroy. (4) for pronunciation, utterance.

(5) a corruption from intelligence, wisdom. (6)

synonymous with JfiR jhap, instantaneously.

At the bottom of the same plate we have inserted the Sindhi al-

phabet as written by their gomashtas in Calcutta ; because some

of the letters vary from the Bombay form ; and both differ some-

what from a genuine Sindhi alphabet procured by Lieut. Leech at

Mithydni on the Indus, which we did not receive in time to insert in

the plate. The principal variations are in the aspirated letters kh,

gh, ph, and h
; j and y are expressed by the same character, which is

formed as number 2 of the Multdni alphabet. The letter 3 is also

expressed by 3 which accounts for its absence in the memorial line.

Our author notices the curious custom of affixing certain numbers,

sail or 74^ ; and \|| or 1^ to the commencement of all hoondees and

written documents, as not yet satisfactorily explained. Our readers

tuted are there omitted. We have been guided in doing so by the analogy of the forms

of the letters to the Nagari elements.
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Dimensions of the lower Jaw.

Fossil

Sew&lik

Monkey.

Semnopithecus

Entellus.

Pethecus

Rhe-

sus.

Ratio

of

the

Se-

wdlik

fossil

to

the

Entellus.

1. Extreme length from the anterior margin
of the ramus to the middle, incisors,

inches.

3.6

inches.

2.85

inches.

25 4 3.2
2. Extreme length of jaw

;
(calculated in

the fossil,) 5.3 4. 3.6 4 3.02
3. Height of jaw, under the 2nd molar mea-

sured to the margin of the alveoli, 1.35 1.05 .85 4 3.1

4. Ditto at the rear molars 1.2 1.1 .95 4 3.6
5. Depth of symphisis, 1.9 1.4 i.i 4 3.

6. Space occupied by the molars, 2.3 1.9 1.5 4 3.3
7. Interval between the 1st molars, .9 .75 .65 4 3.2

8. Antero posterior diameter of the canine,,

.

.5 .4 .3 4 3.2

9. Width of jarv behind the chin under the

2nd molar, 1.15 1.05 .95 4 3.7

As in all other tribes of animals in which the species are very nu-

merous, and closely allied in organization, it is next to impossible to

distinguish an individual species in the Quadrumana from a solitary

bone. In the fossil, too, the effects of age have worn off those marks

in the teeth, by which an approximation to the subgenus might be

made. It very closely resembles the Semnopithecus Entellus in form,

and comparative dimensions generally. The differences observable

are slight. The symphisis is proportionally a little deeper than in

Entellus, and the height of the body of the jaw somewhat greater.

The chin, however, is considerably more compressed laterally under

the second molar than in the Entellus, and the first molar more elong-

ated and salient. So much of the canine as remains, has exactly the

same form as in the Entellus, and its proportional size is fully as great.

As shown by the dimensions, the jaw is much larger than in the full

grown Entellus: in the former the length would have been about 5.3

inches, while in the latter it is exactly 4 inches. The fossil was a

species of smaller size than the animal to which the specimen described

by Messrs. Baker and Durand belonged, but less so than it exceeds

the Entellus.

Our limited means for comparison, restricted to two living species,

besides the imperfection of the fossil, and the few characters which it

supplies, do not admit of affirming whether it belongs to an existing or

extinct species ;
but the analogy of the ascertained number of extinct

species among the Sewdlik fossil mammalia, makes it more probable

that this monkey is an extinct one than otherwise. There is no doubt
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about its differing specifically from the two Indian species with which

we have compared it.

The next specimen is shown in fig. 5. It is a fragment of the

bodv of the right side of the lower jaw containing the four rear

molars. The teeth are beautifully perfect. It had belonged to an

adult although not an aged animal, the last molar having the points a

little worn, while the anterior teeth are considerably so. The dimen-

sions, taken along with age, at once prove that it belonged to a differ-

ent and smaller species than the fossil first noticed.

The dimensions are as follow :

—

Dimensions of the lower Jaw.

Smaller

fossil

Sewalik

spe-l

cies.

Larger

fossil

Sewhlik

spe-

cies.

Semnopithecus

Entellus.

Pithecus

Rhe-

sus.

1. Length of space occupied by the four rear

inches. inches. inches.

molars,

2. Height of jaw at the third molar,
1.48

.95

1.7 1.48

1.1

1.25

.9

The length of jaw, therefore, estimated from the space occupied by

the teeth, would be 4 inches, while in the larger fossil it is 5.3 inches ;

a difference much too great to he dependent merely on varieties of one

species. Besides we have another fragment, also belonging to the

right side of the lower jaw, and containing the last molar which agrees

exactly in size with the corresponding tooth in the figured specimen.

This goes to prove the size to have been constant. The fossil,

although corresponding precisely in the space occupied by the four

rear molars with the Entellus, has less height of jaw. There is fur-

ther a difference in the teeth. In the Entellus the heel of the rear

molar is a simple flattened oblique surfaced tubercle, rather sharp at

the inside. In the fossil, the heel in both fragments is bifid at the

inside. The same structure is observable in the heel of the rear molar

of the common Indian monkey P. rhesus. It is therefore probable that

the fossil was a Pithecus also. It was considerably larger, however,

than the common monkey, and the jaw is more flattened, deeper, and

its lower edge much sharper than in the latter. This difference in

size and form indicates the species to have been different.

It would appear, therefore, that there are three known species of

fossil Quadrumana from the Sewdlik hills : the first a very large

species discovered by Messrs. Baker and Durand ; the second a large

species also, but smaller than the first, and considerably larger than

3 A
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the Entellus; the third, of the size of the Entellus, and probablv a

Pithecus
; and further that two of the three at least, and most proba-

bly the third also, belonged to the types of the existing monkeys of

the old Continent, in having but five molars, and not to the Sapajans

of America.

There are at present upwards of 1 50 described species of existing

Quadrumana
; and as the three fossil ones all belonged to the larger

sized monkeys, it is probable that there are several more Sewdlik

species to be discovered. We have some specimens of detached teeth,

of large size, which we conjucture to be quadrumanous ; but their

detached state make this conjecture extremely doubtful.

Besides the interest attaching to the first discovery in the fossil

state of animals so nearly approaching man in their organization, as

the Quadrumana, the fact is more especially interesting in the Sewdlik

species, from the fossils with which they are associated. The same

beds or different beds of the same formation, from which the Qua-

drumana came, have yielded species of the camel and antelope, and the

Anoplotherium posterogenium, (nob.) : the first two belonging to genera

which are now coexistent with man, and the last to a genus charac-

teristic of the oldest tertiary beds in Europe. The facts yielded by

the Reptilian orders are still more interesting. Two of the fossil

crocodiles of the Sewdh'ks are identical, without even ranging into

varieties, with the Crocodilus biporcatus and Leptorynchus Gangeticus

which now inhabit in countless numbers, the rivers of India ; while the

Testudinata are represented by the Megaloche/ys Sivalensis (nob.), a

tortoise of enormous dimensions which holds in its order the same

rank that the Tguanodon and Megalosaurus do among the Saurians.

This huge reptile (the Megalochelys)—certainly the most remarkable of

all the animals which the SewdKks have yielded—from its size carries

the imagination back to the sera of gigantic Saurians. We have leg

bones derived from it, with corresponding fragments of the shell,

larger than the bones in the Indian unicorned Rhinoceros

!

There is, therefore, in the Sewdlik fossils, a mixture in the same

formation of the types of all ages, from the existing up to that of the

chalk ;
and all coexistent with Quadrumana.

P. S. Since the above remarks were put together, we have been

led to analvse the character presented by a specimen in our collection

which wehad conjectured to be quadrumanous. The examination proves

it to be so incontestibly. The specimen is represented in figs. A, B,

and C.of PI. XVIII. It is the extra-alveolar portion of the left canine

of the upper jaw of a very large species. The identification rests upon

two vertical facets of wear, one on the anterior surface, the other on the
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inner and posterior side, and the proof is this. The anterior facet b

has been caused hv the habitual abrasion of the upper canine against

the rear surface of the lower one, which overlaps it, when the

jaws are closed or in action. This facet would prove nothing by itself,

as it is common to all aged animals in the carnivora and other tribes

in which the upper and lower canines have their surfaces in contact.

The second facet c must have been caused by the wear of the inner

and rear surface of the canine against the outer surface cf the first molar

of the lower jaw. But to admit of such contact, this molar must have

been contiguous with the lower canine, without any blank space inter-

vening ;
for if there -was not this contiguity the upper canine could

not touch the lower first molar, and consequently not wear against it.

Now, this continuity of the series of molars and canines without a

diasteme or blank interval, is only found, throughout the whole ani-

mal kingdom*, in man, the Quadrumana, and the Anoplotherium. The

fossil canine must therefore have belonged to one of these. It were

needless to point out its difference from the human canine, which does

not rise above the level of the molars. In all the species of Anoplothe-

rium described by Cuvier, the canines, while in a contiguous series with

the molars, do not project higher than these, being rudimentary as

in man. Of the Sewdh'k species, Anoplotherium posterogenium, (nob.)

we have not yet seen the canines ; but it is very improbable, and per-

haps impossible, that the fossil could belong to it. For if this species

had a salient canine, it must have been separated from the molars bv

an interval as in the other Pachydermata ; otherwise the jaws would get

locked by the canines and molars, and the lateral motion required by

the structure of the teeth, and its herbivorous habit, would be im-

practicable; and if there was this interval, the upper canine could not

have the posterior facet of wear. The fossil canine must therefore

have belonged to a quadrumanous animal. This inference is further

borne out by the detrition of the fossil exactly corresponding with

that of the canines of old monkeys.

The dimensions are:—
Length of the fragment of canine, 1.75 inches.

Antero-posterior diameter at the base, .8

Transverse ditto, .7

Width of the anterior facet of wear, .. .. .6

The two diameters are greater than those of the canine of the Suma-

tra Orung-otang described by Dr. Clarks AsELf as having been

* Cuvier Ossemens fossil, tome 3, p. 15.

t Asiatic Researches, vol. 15, p. 41)8.

3 a 2
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feet high. The Cynocephali have large and stout canines, more so

comparatively than the other Quadrumana. But to what section of the

tribe our fossil belonged, we have not a conjecture to offer. We may

remark, however, that the tooth is not channelled on three sides at the

base, as in the Entellus. Does the fossil belong to the same species, as

the jaw discovered by Messrs. Baker and Durand, or to a larger one ?

Note. We have sketched Dr. Falconer’s highly curious fossil tooth

in position wdth the lower jaw of the Sumatran Orang-otang from

the Society’s Museum, in figure C of PI. XVIII. There is a third

facet of wear at the lower extremity d which, on reference, we find

Dr. Falconer attributes like c to attrition against the first molar,

being observable, he says, in many aged animals. The worn surfaces c

and d are uniformly polished, and have evidently originated from

attrition against a tooth ; but with regard to the principal facet b, we

confess we have a degree of scepticism, which can only be removed by

a certainty that the fossil had been seen extracted from the matrix.

In the first place, the great extent of the worn surface and its perfect

flatness could hardly be caused by attrition against the lower canine

which should produce a curvature measured by the length of the jaw as

radius. In the next place, the enamel of the tooth is less worn than

the interior and softer part of the fossil : and thirdly, on examination

with a magnifier, numerous scratches are visible in divers directions :

all these indicating that the facet may have been produced on the

fossil, by grinding it on a file, or some hard flat surface. On shewing

the fossil to Madhusudana, the medical pandit of the Hindu College,

he at once pronounced that the tooth had been ground down to be used

in medicine, being a sovereign specific in the native pharmacopeia.

This circumstance need not necessarily affect the question, for it is

probable that the native druggist w ould commence his rubbing on the

natural plane, if any presented itself to his choice : but Dr. Falconer

and Capt. Cautley, to whom we have returned the fossil with a com-

munication of our doubts, assure us in reply that the fossil tooth was

brought in along with a large collection, so that there is every

improbability of its having been in possession of a native druggist.

At any rate it is not on the front wear that they so much rest their

argument of its origin, as on the posterior abrasion which could on-

ly happen in the jaw of a quadrumanous animal. In fact they have

recent quadrumana shewing precisely similar wear on a small scale,

and no other head will do so. We find only one exception in the

Society’s museum, viz. the tapir, whose right upper incisor (or non-

salient canine) falling between the two lower ones is worn nearly in

the fashion of the fossil : but it is less elongated.

—

Ed.
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V.

—

On some new Genera of Raptores, with remarks on the old genera.

By B. H. Hodgson, Esq.

I have the honor to submit, herewith, some original and amended

generic characters of new forms of Raptores which have been described

particularly in various numbers of your Journal. Those who are best

acquainted with the present state of classification in regard to the

Falconidee and Strigidce will, I apprehend, be most ready to make

allowance for any possible imperfections cleaving to these characters.

Family Falconid.e. Sub-family Aquiline. Genus Nisaetus, nob.

Bill short*, at base as high as broad, distinguished by compression

without feebleness, strongly festooned. Nares large, vertical, elliptic,

angulated, and wholly lateral in exposure. Wings short, firm
; 5th

quill longest. Tail long, firm, and square. Tarsi elevate, but not

feeble, wholly feathered.

Digits elongated, nervous ; the inner fore and the hind highly

developed.

Acropodia reticulate with three or four scales next each talon.

Talons immense, very unequal, strong and acute. Head usually

crested.

Types, N. Pulcher, No. 680; N. Nipalensis, No. 9; N. Pallidas

No. 8 ; N. Grandis, No. 7, nobis.

Habits. Preys on jungle fowl, partridges, hares : w'atches from a

lofty perch, usually pouncing on its game when near it; sometimes

pursues with energy on the wing ;
flight direct

; does not seize on the

wing. Habitat, saul forest, Tarai, and lesser hills. Not migratory;

size rather large. Connects the most typical hawks with the most

typical eagles. Digits and talons pre-eminently raptorial.

Falconing. Genus Baza, nob.

Bill as in lerax, but somewhat longer and more compressed before

the cere. Upper mandible with two long sharp teeth on either side,

close to each other and to the hook, and directed forwards. Lower

mandible with three or four smaller teeth correspondent to the above.

Orbits and lores thickly and softly plumed. Nares transverse, limi-

form, with the cere behind them membranous and free. Legs and

feet short and thick. Tarsi half plumed, coarsely reticulate, longer

than any digit. Toes cleft and depressed : the laterals subequal ; the

inner longer than the outer ; the hind large. Acropodia wholly

* Short with reference to the subfamily : and so of all the generic terms sub-

sequently employed
; for instance, ears small and simple, in reference to scops,

as a genus of the sub-typical group of Strigidce.
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scaled. Talons sub-equal, acute, wings long, broad-webbed, sub-equal

to the tail; 3rd quill longest; notch of the inner web remoter than

in Falco or in Ierax. Head crested.

Type, Baza Syama*, nob. No. 657. Habitat, lower region of hills :

size small
; make robust : habits insectivorous.

Affinities various with Cymindis, Harpngits, Ierax and Pcrnisf. Not

known to Indian falconers. Station in Vigor’s arrangement, at the

head of the Falconince, between Harpagus and Ierax.

Strigid.e, Aberrant group. Sw.

Disc and conch evanescent : ears simple. Sub-family of the eagle

owls, or Aetoglaucinee, nob.

Egrets conspicuous
: great size and strength. Sub-diurnal questing.

A very strong elongated bill. Eminently raptorial feet, and ample

gradated wings, equal or nearly so to the medial square tail.

Genus Huhtiu, nob.

Bill equal to the head, basally straightened beyond the cere,

suddenly hooked, very strong, festooned, with trenchant scarpt tomiae.

Nares ovoid, transverse, partially exposed. Wings sub-equal to the

tail : 4th and 5tli quills sub-equal and longest. Tarsi short, immense-

ly stout, thickly plumed. Toes very strong, hirsutely plumose, par-

tially denuded and scaled ; the exterior antagonising but not versa-

tile. Talons immense, acute, very unequal ; the inner fore conspi-

cuously largest
;
and hind equal to the outer fore.

Type, Hubiia Nipalensis, nob. No. 54J. Habitat, all three regions

of the hills. Habits subdiurnal and mammalivorous.

Genus Cultrungvis, nob.

Bill equal to head, straightened as far as the cere, gradually curved

beyond it, moderately compressed, strong. Nares elliptic, partially

exposed. Wings unpectenated, equal to the tail ; 4th quill longest.

Tarsi sub-elevate, strong, compressed, partially or wholly nude,

reticulate. Toes long, nervous, compressed, reticulate, with three or

four scales next each talon ; the anterior digits sub-equal ;
the hind

large. Soles of the feet aculeated. Talons sub-equal, compressed,

strong, cultrated belo\v§.

* Syama, in Sanskrit, means black-blue.

t 1 should rather say, affinities with Harpagus and Ierax. Analogies with

Cymindis and Pernis. Our bird is, unquestionably, a Falconine type—which

Cymindis and Pernis are not.

I N. B. The numbers refer to the series of specimens and drawings in

London.

§ Unde nomen genericum : the strong and nearly equal talons are sloped

from a round back or culmeu to an inferior edge,which is as sharp as a knife, and
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Types, C. Flavipes et C. Nigripes, noli. Nos. 55 and 56. Habitat,

the lower region of the hills. Habits diurnal and piscivorous. Size

large.

Remarks. In mv judgment, Hlihua is the equivalent of Aquila, and

Cultrungtiis of Pandion, among the diurnal Raptores, which are, no

doubt, represented by the nocturnal Raptores in nature, though not

yet in our systems. Those systems wholly want a Strigine sub-family

answering to the Aquilinee.

The section, therefore, standing at the head of my two genera must

be understood as resting on no better authority than my own. It is

probable that the evanescent character of the disc and conch with the

absence of the operculum, belong to the hawk and falcon owls as well

as to eagle owls ; and that the contradistinctive marks of the latter

must be sought, in their great size, their prolonged but strong bill,

their formidable legs, feet and talons, their ample gradated wings, and

their medial and even tails. All these marks, not less than the former

ones, characterise our Hulida and Cultrunguis

:

whereas our Ninox,

which is small, and has its bill, wings and tail formed on the

Falconine model, is yet equally distingushed with Huhua and Cul-

trunguis, by evanescent disc and conch, and perfectly simple small

ears. Hence my impression of the very great prevalence of the latter

characters, which seem to extend over all the aberrant sub-families of

the Strigidee, accompanied by egrets in the eagle owls, but not so in

the hawk and falcon owls—witness Noctua and Ninox. The presence

or absence of egrets cannot be taken as aprimary mark of the aberrant

group
; for to it Huhua and Cultrunguis unquestionably belong, and

both these types are egretted. Whether the egrets even constitute a

secondary or sub-family mark of this group, may be doubted : but, at

present, this would seem to be the case, and in conformity with this

notion I have inserted egrets as one of the sub-family marks. There

is no uniting accuracy with precision in generic characters, so long

as we want family and sub-family characters. How then to charac-

terise our Ninox ?— a falconine type in its own circle of the Strigidee,

and as expressly equivalent to the lesser insectivorous falcons, as

Cultrunguis is to Pandion. When recently defining Ninox I begun

with, ‘ bill, disc, conch and feet, as in Noctua,’ considering that genus

—which is so remarkable in the family for its firm plumage and short

wings as well as for the absence of those pre-eminently Strigine

is eminently calculated, with the aid of the spioous sole of the foot, to clutch

the bodies of tish. No analogy can be more beautiful than that of Cultrunguis

to Pandion.
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characters, the great disc and operculated ears—as a conspicuous

type. Yet hardly three months elapsed when I received from England

a systematic work from which Noctua is wholly expunged ! Noctua,

however, will, 1 think, retain its place, characterised in the aberrant

group of the owls by short wings and firm plumage, and ’eading

through Surma to our Ninox, which I believe to be the least Strigine

bird on record. Let us now attempt to define it, as a genus belong-

ing to the aberrant group of the Strigiace, characterised as before.

Genus Ninox, nob.

Bill short, arched from the base. Nares round, anteal, apert,

tumid. General contour with the character of the plumage, extremely

Falconine. Wings long, firm, unpectenated, sub-equal to tbe tail

;

3rd quill longest; 1st and 2nd very moderately gradated. Tail long,

firm, even. Tarsi plumose, rather short. Toes medial, depressed,

bordered, rigidly hirsute; laterals equal, hind compressed. Head

smooth, small, and only Strigine in the size and position of the eye.

Type, Ninox Nipalensis, nob. No. 657

Habitat, central and lower hills. Habits, subdiurnal and insectivor-

ous.

Mr. Swainson appears to have laid undue stress on the egrets of

the owls, which seem to me but little more influential than the

analogous crests of the Falconidce, and more especially of the Aquili/uc.

Disc and conch evanescent, and ears simple, are the marks of the

aberrant group, taken as a whole. Egrets, added to great size, ample

gradated wings, and a medial even tail, with powerful legs and feet

and talons, seem to me the subordinate signs of the Aetoglaucince or

aquiline sub-family of that group. Of the Falcoglaucinee or sub-family

typifying the Falconince, the first glimpse appears to be afforded by our

Ninox, which has quite the proportions and aspect of many of the

lesser insectivorous Falcons. Long and firm wings and tail—the

latter even ; and the former but slightly gradated ; and both, in a

word, adapted for strong flight—would seem to be necessary characters

of this sub-family, and they are, at all events, characters eminently

conspicuous in our Ninox. Between the wings of Ninox and those of

Strix or Otus there is just the same sort of difference as exists between

the wings of Falco and those of Buteo, or of Milvus—I mean as to

suitableness for vigorous flight, and expressly without special reference

to the technical form of the wing.

The following comparative measurements of Baza, a small insecti-

vorous Falcon, and of Ninox, a small insectivorous Falconine owl, can

scarcely fail to excite interest. The measures are given in English

feet and inches.
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Baza. Ninox.

Total length, ... 1 0* 1

Length of bill, straight, to gape, ... 0 Of 0

Basal height of bill, extreme, .. 0 of 0

Basal width of hill, extreme, ... 0 oil 0 0|

Head straight, from gape to occiput, ... 0 0 H
Length of tail. ... 0 6 0 6

Tarsus, from inner salient angle above
, to the sole, 0 H 0 H

Length of central digit, from extreme base to supe-
lo 1 .1 f)

rior insertion of the talon, r A
i s

Length of exterior digit, ... 0 n>*UT* 0 0i|

Length of interior digit. ... less * | 0 Oil

Length of hind digit, ... 0 Oh 0 01

Straight length of central talon. ... 0 Oh 0 Oil

Ditto ditto exterior ditto. 0 0 6-V
1 6 0 0,%

Ditto ditto interior ditto, 0 Oh 0 on
Ditto ditto hind ditto. 0 Oh 0 Or

7

*

Expanse of wings, ... 2 2 H
Length of a closed wing, ... 0 0

Longer diameter of opening of ear, ... 0 0 °h
Diameter of the eye, ... 0 °r% 0 Oh
Weight of the birds. u OZ. 7J

's OZ.

To render this singular parallelism complete, I may add, that both

birds are mature males of their respective species ; that the females are

scarcely larger and not at all different in aspect ; that both are emi-

nently conspicuous for the insessorial character of their feet, the digits

of which are cleft to their origins, the soles quite flat and somewhat

bordered; the anterior laterals of equal strength and size, and the

central of the same thickness, and of very moderate excess of length.

Wings and tail could not, in a Strigine bird, be more Fnlconine than

those of Ninox ;
and hence these organs are almost precisely similar,

both in form and proportion, to the same organs in Baza, which,

though a Falconine bird, deviates widely from the restricted or genet ic

type*. Upon the whole, the only material differences of these birds

are the inferior strength of the thumb with its talon, and the superior

size of the eye, in Ninox—both differences eminently interesting, in as

much as none are more universally and distinctly referable to the

respective habits and exigencies of the two families of the nocturnal

and diurnal Raptores.

* Peregrinus, Icelandicue, Sec. I exclude Tinnunculus, & c.
(
under the separate

sub-generic title of Falcula.

3 B
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Mr. Swainson, in treating of the Falconidcc and Strigidce, has seen

perpetual reason to deplore the errors of systematic works.

In truth, it is hardly too much to say that the majority of recorded

species are no species at all; and the majority of recorded genera

insufficient or inaccurate.

The old species, described by color only, and when classification

was in its infancy, cannot now be really appreciated except by personal

examination. Nor can any words of condemnation be too strong for

the modern practice of inserting these species, without such examina-

tion, under the strict subdivisions elaborated by recent science.

Such insertion must be made haphazard, and nothing is more

common than to find one species registered in half a dozen genera,

none of which suit it, or, if so, only by accident ! For systematic

writers now to rely on dried skins, is sufficiently objectionable : but

their reliance on the old book descriptions is perfectly monstrous.

Mr. Swainson—clarum et venerabile nomen—has acknowledged with

unusual explicitness that the examination of fresh subjects is, very

generally, an indispensable condition of accuracy, and that, for all

the higher purposes of science, an acquaintance with habits, as well

as with structure, is required. "W ill it, then, be credited that, with

almost all our recorded species calling for revision, and with our

classification labouring, in vain, to advance per rudem indigestamque

molem specierum, there is no sense on the part of Zoological associa-

tions at home of the necessity of any thing more than the collection

of dried skins ?

Such, however, is the fact ; upon which I forbear, at present, from

anv comments, returning gladly to Mr. Swainson—whom any one

would he proud to assist, if able ; and, as I have some little practical

experience of raptorial birds, and of the value of the generic charac-

ters assigned to them in books, I shall indicate what I conceive to

be the diagnostics of some received genera.

Aquiline. Genus Pandion.

Bill and head compressed. Gape narrow. Bill moderate, extremely

rounded on the ridge, highly festooned
; tomiae scarpt and very

trenchant. Brow not salient. Lores and cere almost nude. Nares

rimiform, subtransverse, with the cere behind them membranous

and free. Legs and feet spiculated, strong, compressed, nude, and

reticulate. Toes nervous, cleft ; the outer versatile with oblique grasp ;

the hind, very mobile. Talons highly falcated, nearly equal, compress-

ed, rounded below. Wings exceedingly long, surpassing the tail ; 3rd

quill longest. Instances, P. Vulgaris, P. Indicus, nob. No. 715.
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Haliaetus. Sub-genus of Pandion ?

Contradistinguished by a long bill, much more compressed on the

ridge ; by shorter, rounder wings, never surpassing and seldom equal-

ing the tail, and which have the 4th and 5th quills sub-equal and long-

est ; by wide, transverse nares of irregular form ; by scaled tarsi and

toes, in which moreover the spinous aculcation of Pandion is less de-

veloped, and the exterior and hind toes are less mobile ; and, lastly,

by talons less compressed and less rounded below—sometimes squar-

ed.

Types. Halicetus Ichthycetus Horsfieldii, Plumbeus et Albipes, nob.

Nos. 10 and 3.

The bill of Halicetus is always longer and sharper on the culmen

than in Pandion ; but in some species, its cutting edge is as highly

festooned as in Pandion ; in others, it is as level as in Aquila : in some

again the wings are considerably shorter than the tail ; in others,

equal to it.

Instances of the former peculiarities, Ichthycetus et Plumbeus

;

of the

latter, Albipes. Halicetus is further distinguished from Pandion by a

nude salient brow : but both genera are alike remarkable for the

compression of the bill and head, as compared with Aquila, and also

for the smallness of the gape.

The very long unfestooned bill of Albipes is accompanied by a wider

gape, by wings equal to the tail, by great size, and by talons perfectly

squared below.

If Ichthycetus, then, be the type of Halicetus—and no doubt it is—
then Albipes is a separate type bearing the same relation to Aquila, as

Ichthycetus to Pandion, and connecting Aquila, through Halicetus, with

Pandion. This type I have provisionally named Cuncuma, from its

native name. It is a fisher, but not exclusively so ; and is remarkable,

like the bird of Washington, for its theftuous propensities*.

Pandion is the king of fishers, and a more beautiful instance of the

adaptation of structure to habits than this genus exhibits, is not to be

found in the whole circle of ornithology. The rimiform nares may be

* I make no allusion to birds which I am not personally familiar with
; but I

suspect that the American bird adverted to has a very strict resemblance to our

Albipes, a resemblance including habits, size, and structure. If this be the

case, it may be ranged by the side of Albipes under the sub-genus Cuncuma, of

which the following are the characters. Bill long and void of festoon. Wings
equal to the tail. Talons squared below. Size very great. There is a beautiful

gradation of characters in these sub-genera, and a correspondent modification of

manners, by means of which the type of the fishing eagles is linked with the type

of the mammalivorous eagles.

3 b 2
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closed by the lax membrane behind them so as to exclude the water :

the compressed, spiculated, free toes, of which the outer fore may be

turned quite back, and the hind almost forward, aided by the com- '

pressed cvlindric and highly curved talons, are the very weapons to

take fish with
;
whilst the immense wings enable the bird to quit his

own element with impunity, and to bear off, from the bosom of the

waters, fish of far greater weight than himself. Falcons trained to

duck-hunting dare not suffer the water to touch their plumage, always

quitting their grasp if the quarry can near it in the struggle. But

Pandion will plunge dauntlessly into the deep, and will strike fish so

large that they sometimes carry him under and destroy him, though

he has nothing to forbear from a fish twice his own weight. In India

the birds of this genus are not migratory : they breed in lofty trees

overhanging large lakes, laying their eggs in April, May ; and rearing

two young, which usually quit the nest in June, July. The white-

footed Cuncum (Haliceius Albipes) (which is a vastly larger bird)

frequently robs the Indian Pandion of his spoil, just as the white,

headed species of the West does the Pandion of that region. Those

who have classed the Bra/imani Cheel of India (Hal'uetus Pandicerianus)

with the fishing eagles, may be safely said to know as little of the

structure, as of the habits of that paltry Milvine bird ; or eise of the

group with which they have associated it. True, Paddicerianus has

a festooned bill* : but its feet are those of Buteo or of Milvus, without

a- trace of the peculiar structure of those organs in the piscatory

eagles. Its chief food is insects, and its manner of questing similar

to that of Circus. It feeds freely on dead fish and on other carrion in

whiter.

Strigid.e.

Typical group. Disc and conch immense. Ears large and operculated.

Sub-genus Slrix.

Bill longer than the head, straightened, shallow, feeble, with the

* The armed bill, however, insisted on as a pre-eminent mark of the Raptores,

has as much reference to insectivorous habits as to more noble ones. And

whenever the tooth or festoon of the bill is, however highly developed, rather

sharp than strong, insectivorous habits may be safely interred. These sharp

processes of the bill remind one of the peculiar character of the teeth in the

lesser insectivorous carnivora, such as Herpestes. Here also there is high

development without concomitant strength : and if we look through the typical

sub-family of the diurnal iiaptores, we shall find the dentation of the bill most

developed, in one sense, among the lesser insectivorous geuera, such as our Baza

Elanas, as well as the Brahmani Cheel, may be cited to prove that a festooned

bill does not, per se, imply noble habits.
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maxilla cut out by large nasal fossae. Nares longitudinal and lunated.

Valve of the ear definite, tetragonal. Wings long, feeble, exceeding

the short and feeble tail : 2nd quill longest. Tarsi long, slender,

partially implumose. External toe basally connected as in Falco,

Central talon pectinated.

Type, S. Flammea.

Otcs.

Head more or less egretted. Bill short, wholly arched on the

culmen, high and deep at the base. Valve of the ear indefinite,

confluent with the immense valvular disc, the opposite sides of which

are connected over the ear passage by a membranous ligament.

Wings long, feeble, scarcely or not at all exceeding the tail ; 2nd

quill longest; 1st strongly notched near the tip. Tarsi and toes short

and plumose.

Types, Otus Vulgaris et Brachyotus.

Sub-typical group.

Disc and conch medial, perfect. Ears smaller, operculated.

Genus Scops.

Bill short, arched from the base, nostrils round, tumid. Head
egretted. Ears simple, small*. Wings medial, sub-equal to the tail:

3rd and 4th quills sub-equal and longest. Toes feeble, nude, sub-

depressed. Plumage soft and vermiculated. Size small. Habits

insectivorous and nocturnal.

Instances. Scops Sunia, Scops Lettia\, Scops Pennata, nob. Nos.

64, 66, 721, respectively.

Aberrant group.

Disc and conch evanescent. Ears small and simple.

Noctua.

Bill short, arched from the base. Nostrils round, very tumid,

sometimes tubular. Head smooth. Toes hairy, feeble, and sub-

depressed. Wings short, scarcely exceeding the base of the tail ; 4th

quill longest. Tail slightly elongated, rounded. Plumage firm and

lineated. Size small. Insectivorous and noctural.

Instances. N. Cuculo'ides, Gould ; N. Auribarbis ; N. Tarayensis

;

N. Perlineata ; N. Tubiger, nob. Nos. 67, 63. 707, 486, respectively.

* Small and simple with reference to the group. The ears are, in fact, nearly

twice as large as in the proximate genus Noctua, which I have ranged in the

aberrant group.

t Scops Lettia is possibly the Asio auctorum : but there is no safe quoting of

species from books. Asio has been made a Scops, an Otus, or any thing else,

at the discretion of the discreet /
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Scops seems to me to stand on the confines of the sub-typical group,

leading to Noctua as among the first of the aberrant group. One is

egretted, the other not ; one has the plumage characteristically soft

and lax, the other has the plumage, including the alar and caudal

feathers, a good deal firmer. The wings of one scarcely surpass the

base of the tail, those of the other reach nearly to its tip.

The disc of the one is nearly perfect, and the ears comparatively

large, though simple. The disc of the other is very imperfect, and

the ears much smaller. So also the eye and head*. The one has

nude toes, and the other hirsute one. Lastly, a very maculate vest

seems as common with Scops, as a lineated garb with Noctua. The

size of both is small ; both have an Otine bill with feeble feet ; and

both are nocturnal and insectivorous.

The above characters of known genera are, of course, mere

suggestions, as emanating from one who has neither museum nor

library at command. But, if practical experience be of any worth,

they are suggestions which the skilful may take much advantage of,

I suspect that plumage very soft, moderately soft, and more or less

hardened or firm, might be ascribed, respectively, to the typical,

sub-typical, and aberrant groups of the Striyidw with safety and

advantage.

1 have great doubts as to the position of our Urrua and Bulaca

•

By the elongation and strength of the bill they are affined to the eagle

owls ; but the high development of the disc and conch, though far

short of Otus, yet seems to indicate the position of these birds to be

the sub-tvpical group. Though very similar in structure and size, one

has the egrets, as well as subdiurnal habits and pale iris of Otus

;

but

in this {Urrua) the valve of the ear is evanescent : whilst the other

(Bulaca )
with the smooth head and valved ear, has also the nocturnal

habits and dark iris of Strix. The size of both is greater than that

of either of these genera. In Scops the size and character of the disc

and conch are very similar to those of Urrua : but the former is a

small nocturnal and insectivorous bird ; the latter, a large, semi-diurnal

and mammalivorous one. Bulaca again, with something of the aspect,

and with entirely the manners, of Strix, is sundered from Strix,

toto ccelo, by the strength of its bill, the high gradation of its wings,

* The relative volume of the head amongst Strigine birds is more apparent

than real. It is caused by the immense quantity of plumes protecting the conch

when the ear has much of the peculiar family structure; and consequently this

feature is quite as noticeable in Otus as in Strix ; because in the former genus

the ear is even more signally Strigine than in the latter.
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and the superior length and firmness of its tail, as well as by its short

and strong legs. In the last respect there is a close resemblance on

the part of Bulaca to Otus ; but the conch and disc are not half the

size that they are in Otus

;

the conch is oval, and the definite form of

the ear-valve is quite opposed to the character of this organ in Otus,

agreeing more closely with Strix. The long and feeble wings and

short and feeble tails of Strix and of Otus, are characters peculiarly

their own : and they are united with, in the former, a bill so long and

feeble, and, in the other, a bill so short and arched, that there is no

mistaking the combination of these attributes in either genus. I know

no Strigine type at all agreeing with Strix in the character of the bill,

taking its feebleness and length together. But, it is a grievous mistake

to suppose, with Cuvier, that Strix alone exhibits either elongation

or straightness in this member : for, not only our Huhda and Cultrun-

guis have a long and straightened bill ; but these characters are

distinctly, though less, developed in Urrua and in Bu/aca.

The otine form of the rostrum (short, thick, and wholly curved) no

doubt is very prevalent among the Strigidce

;

since it is possessed in

common by Otus, Bubo, Scops, Noctua, and Ninox. But the tumidity

of the nares in the three last is not found in the first : and Ninox (not

to mention its smooth head, divested of all Strigine characteristics

save the size of the eye) is sundered wholly from Otus by its firm

plumage, and by the length and strength of both wings and tail. In

Otus the tail, though longer, is as feeble as in Strix ; and in both

these genera the wings, though long, have all the fiimsiness proper

to the family.

Noctua, by its firm plumage (including wings and tail) as well as by

its depressed perching hairy feet, its evanescent disc, simple small ears,

smooth head, and short arched bill with tumid round nares, makes the

nearest approach to our Ninox. But shortness in the wing is the

pre-eminent attribute of Noctua, whilst the very opposite is that of

Ninox. In Surnice the wings appear to be rather short, and the tail,

though long, is extremely wedged. In Ninox alone have we wings

and tail formed upon the Falconine model. And these peculiarities,

taken in connexion with feet in which the insessorial character prevails

almost over the Raptorial—just as it does in many of the little insecti-

vorous Falcons—constitute our Ninox a signal type. Our Cultrunguis

is equally conspicuous by its Pandionic feet and habits ; and our Huhda

by its combination of aquiline attributes—the chief of which are pre-

eminent size and strength, and a bill uniting length and straightness

with enormous power. I am quite certain that both these birds
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represent the sub-family of the eagles, in the aberrant group of the

Strigidw ; and not merely so, but precisely, Aquila and Pandion. But

as to the situation of Urrua and Bulaca, or as to their analogies, I am
quite at a loss. Taking, however, as my guide the medial size of the

disc and conch, I shall class them, for the present, in the sub-typical

group, characterised as before ; and the following generic characters

may, I hope, serve to make them understood, in themselves and in

their relations.

Strigid.e.

Sub-tvpical group.

Genus Urrua, nob.

Bill sub-equal to the head, somewhat elongated, scarcely arched

from the base, compressed, strong. Nares ovoid, transverse. Wings

and tail somewhat elongated : wings moderately gradated, 3rd and

4th quills sub-equal and longest. Tail not bowed, even. Tarsi and

toes plumose. Tarsi elevate, not feeble. Head egretted. Ears scarce-

ly valved, oval, traversed by a membranous thong. Size considerable.

Habits sub-diurnal. Dwells frequently in holes on steep bank-sides.

Type, Urrua Cavearea, nob. No. 57.

Genus Bulaca, nob.

Bill sub- equal to the head, somewhat elongated, scarcely arched

from the base, compressed, strong. Nares elliptic, transverse, tumid.

Wings conspicuously gradated
;
considerably shorter than the tail

;

5th and 6th quills longest and sub-equal. Tail sufficiently elongated,

bowed. Conch ovoid. Legs and feet, short, strong, plumose. Head

smooth. Habits nocturnal. Size considerable.

Type, Bulaca Newarensis, nob. No. 59.

It is quite out cf the question to range Urrua with Otus, because of

the greatly inferior size of the disc and conch ; or with Bubo, because

of the length of the legs
;
or with either, because the bill is decidedly,

though not conspicuously, elongated and straightened. Equally im-

possible is it to range Bulaca with Strix or with Otus
;
because its disc,

though perfect, is net larger than in Urrua ; because its bill is (like

that of Urrua ) stronger and shorter than that of Strix, longer and less

arched than that of Otus ; and because its wings have characters quite

opposite to those of either genus.

Urrua has the sub-diurnal habits, the pale iris and the egrets of

Otus ;
Bulaca, the nocturnal habits, the dark iris, and the smooth head

of Strix. In both the orifice of the ear is oval, but large (l/ginch

long). In Bulaca it has a large distinct valve : in Urrua, scarcely any.

In neither is there any appearance of the long circular denuded line
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defining the course of the disc in Strix and Otus, and seeming, as it

were, to lay bare the whole head.

This organ, both in size and character, is essentially mediate in

these birds, between the typical structure as seen in Strix and Otus ;

and the aberrant structure, as exhibited in Noctua, Ninox, Huhua,

and Cultrunguis.

The following comparative measurements, in English inches, may

help the curious to appreciate the value of those perplexing hut

necessary terms, long and short, as applied toi bills, tails, and legs.

Length of the of the of the

of the bird. tail. tarsus. bill.

Strix, • 144 H q! If

Otus, 14* 6 2

. 22 q3 31 11

Bulaca, . 22 9| 2-^4 1|

Scops,
oi

.
Q3^4 li

7
8

Noctua, qJL
• 4 H 7

8

Ninox, . 12 6 i
T\

7
8

Huhua, : • . 30 12 3-*^8 2
f

3
«

Cultrunguis, . 24 ^4 Ql^8 H
P. S. Since the above paper was composed, I have received, from

the lower hills, a fine specimen of the Strix Coromandra of Latham.

With the size it has all the characters too, of our Urrua, except in the

legs, the tarsi being lower, and the toes scopine hut stronger. The

opening of the ear is about one inch, long, ovoid, and not valvular,

though the membranous edge be more or less free all round it. j

know nothing yet of the habits of this bird. If they agree with those

of Urrua, it may form a species of this genus or sub-genus ; and its

toes are not absolutely nude, though nearly so. But it seems to be

an osculant species leading to Scops. The wings and tail are both

somewhat elongated, and sufficiently firm, though the general plumage

he remarkably soft. The wings are not much short of the tail, and

they have the 3rd quill longest, the 4th nearly as long ; the first and

second, moderately gradated. The toes, which are longish and not

feeble, are remarkable for a softly papillose and flatfish sole. To the

external one there is a vague basal membrane ; and the hind is stronger

than usual. The talons are sufficiently elongated and acute; the inner

and central, the outer and hind, being respectively equal.

The nostrils are nearly round and somewhat tumid : the bill, like

that of Urrua and Bulaca, combines strength with a tendency to

elongation and straightness, not noticeable in Otus. My bird is a

mature female, 21 inches long, of which the bill is If, and the tail 9|,

the tarsus is 2f, and the central toe 1 1.

3 c
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VI.

—

Observations of the Magnetic Dip and Intensity at Madras. By
T. G. Taylor, Esq. H. C. Astronomer.

Notwithstanding the value which has of late years been attached to

observations of the Magnetic Dip and Intensity, I may, I believe, safely

state, that the whole of British India has failed to put on record a

single good set of experiments to this end. With a view to supply

this deficiency for Madras, I have availed myself of the loan of a very

excellent dipping needle, the property of Captain Drinkwater, of

His Majesty’s ship Conway ; and of two magnetic intensity needles

which were brought out by the same officer, and are the property of

Captain James Clarke Ross, R. N. The dipping needle, which was

constructed on purpose for the Conway, differs, I believe, in no respect

from the ordinary construction, save that it is one of the best instru-

ments I have met with, and, as far as I can see, absolutely faultless.

The observations for Dip are as follows.

Observationsfor Dip made at the Madras Observatory, situated in Long.

5 h. 21m. Is. 8 East of Greenwich, and Lat. 13° 4' 8”. 8 N. on the

26th April, 1837.

With Needle marked No. 1.

Face of Instrument E 2st.

No. A. B. No. A. B.

1 7
C
’ 26' 7° 28' 2 6° 16' 6° 14'

3 7 6 7 4 4 6 12 6 8

5 Inverted the axis
.
7 24 7 17 6 6 4 6 8

7 7 30 7 24 8 6 16 6 22
Reversed the Poles.

9 7 28 7 22 10 6 34 6 38

11 7 12 7 7 12 6 16 6 21

13 7 16 7 24 14 6 24 6 28

15 7 26 7 23 91 6 27 6 33

Mean, 7» 21' 0" 7“ 18' 37" 6° 18' 37" 6° 21' 30
1

Needle marked No. 2.

1 7 31 7 20 2 7 2 6 38

3 7 31 7 42 4 7 8 6 58

5 Inverted the axis, 7 42 7 25 6 6 55 6 14

7 7 50 7 30 8 6 45 6 55

Reversed the Poles.

9 7 24 7 6 2 6 0 6 21

11 7 26 7 4 4 6 10 6 28

13 6 34 6 44 6 6 15 6 0

15 6 34 6 43 8 6 23 6 4

Mean, 7 19 0 7 11 45 6 34 45 6 34 45

And taking the general mean, we get the true Dip
with Needle No. 1 6 49 56 No.
ditto ditto ,, 2 6 55 4

Mean, 6 52 30
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N. B. The numbers 1,2, 3, &c. exhibit the order in which the ob-

servations were made. During the present century, I cannot find

that any observations for Dip have been made at Madras, but there

is one result on record dated 1775, when Abercrombie found it to be

5° 15' N. ; if this result can be trusted, it would appear that the Dip

is on the increase at the rate of 1' 34" in a year.

With regard to the needles employed for the magnetic intensity, it

may be necessary to state, that they are constructed after the model of

that of Professor Hansteen. The needles are cylinders, 2- inches long

and .3 inch in diameter, save that the ends are abruptly sharpened to a

point ;
these needles are freely suspended on their centres by a few fila-

ments of unspun silk, which are hooked on to a brass stirrup, moveable

upon the needle ; by which means a perfect adjustment to horizontality

can be effected ; the needle thus suspended is enclosed in a rectangular

glass box immediately over a divided circle, from which the arc of

vibration can be read off and the number of oscillations counted.

The zero of measure here employed, is the time of performing 100

vibrations at a temperature of 60\ commencing with an arc of 20*

and ending at from 2“ to 4°.—If these measures could be observed to

ultimate accuracy, it would be worth while to reduce the times of

vibration under these circumstances to the times of describing an in-

finitely small arc, as has been done by Hansteen, and on account of

buoyancy, to a vacuum ; but since such is not the case, the result will

be obtained to all useful accuracy by supposing the correction common

to each set of observations, by which the reductions, which are rather

operose, are avoided : the reduction to a temperature of 60° is effected

by applying the correction, 0,00017 t. (where t represents the time

of performing 100 vibrations) ;—a formula which is derived from ex-

periment. The two needles used in the following observations are dis-

tinguished from one another by a sign X on one of them. This needle

in London at a temperature of 60° performed 100 vibrations in 442,76

seconds of mean time, whereas the other needle performed 100 vi-

brations under the same circumstances in 461,96 seconds
; the former

needle is further distinguished from the latter from its having been

long in use in England, and as having exhibited a remarkable degree

of steadiness in its magnetism during the late magnetical experiments

instituted in Ireland under the auspices of the British Association

;

added to which, these needles are calculated to excite a more than

ordinary degree of interest from the circumstance of their having

been employed by Sir John Ross in the perilous North Polar Expedi-

tion, from which he has lately so fortunately returned. The observa-

tions at Madras are as follows,

3 c 2
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No. 3, Private mark X.

1837. Arc. Ther. Vib.
'

Mean Time. Interv. Mean Int.

h. m. s . s. s.

April 30tli. 20° 0 88.0 1 0 43 49.4
302.2 1 301.57

12 45 — 101 48 51.3 l

8

4

15

0

— 201

301

53
58

53.1

54.1

301.5

301.0 j

cor,. for temp. 1.43

300.14

Another set .20 0 88.0 1 1 1 49.0
302.2 "I 301.60

12 45 — 101 6 51.2 J

8

4

15

15 87.8

201

301

ii

16

52.6

53.8

301.4 7

301.2 J
cor. for temp. 1.43

300.17

May 3rd. 20
12

0

45
87.0 1

101

0 45
50

37.7 1

40.2
||

302.5
:

[

301.97

8

5

30

0 — 201
301 1

55

0

42.1

43.6
301.9

j

301.5 J

cor. for temp. 1.38

300.59

No. 3, not marked.
k. m. s. s. s.

April 26th. 20° 0' 85.2 1 3 43 6.1

|
31 1.0 { 310.70

12
9

30

0 — 101

201

48

53
17.1

27.5 310.4 f
cor. for temp. 1.31

309.39

April 30th. 20
11

0

45

87.8 1

101

1 25

30
17.3

29.4 j.
312.1

i

311.50

7

4

30
0 87.3

201
301

35

40
40.7

51.8

311.3

311.1 .
[

cor.. for temp. 1.40

310.10

or we have for the time of performing 100 vibrations at the tem-

perature of 60° Fahrenheit at Madras.

Needle 3, X Needle 3.

s. s .

300.14 309.39

.17 310.10

.59

Mean, 300.30 Mean, 309.74

If h and h' represent the magnetic intensities at any two places,

and T and T* the times of performing 100 vibrations at those places,

then we have

applying this, the horizontal magnetic intensity for Madras (that at

London being assumed= l.) becomes

s.

By Needle No. 3, X 2,1738

Ditto ditto No. 3, 2,2245
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With a view to compare theory with practice, we might now com-

pute the number of oscillations which No. 3 x ought to make at

Madras from the observed number in London

;

thus, assuming the

Dip for London to be 69° 10/ N. the formula becomes

|3 +sec.
2
(69° 10')}*:

j
3 + sec.

2
(6° 52' 30") }* : : 462,701 % T*

performing the computation T = 344,87 differing to the amount

of 44,57 seconds from the observations. This difference between

theory and observation, is but one of many instances which have from

time to time occurred in the infant state of a science. Observation

has led us to a theory, and then again has shewn the incompleteness

of such theory. In the case of Magnetism, we have long since been

prepared to expect that local causes might considerably interfere with

its established laws ;
since one station (the island of Teneriffe

)

has

already exhibited some singular anomalies, both in respect to the Dip

and Intensity. Under these circumstances it is much to be wished

that observations could be multiplied in various parts of India, where-

by the law of variation from theory may be detected ;—and how is

this to be accomplished? My answer is ready:—Let any gentleman

who is disposed to undertake a set of magnetic intensity experiments

signify his intentions
;
and I shall have great pleasure in forwarding

to him, free of expense, a magnetised and compared needle, provided

that I am favored with a copy of the results. In anticipation that

there will be several gentlemen disposed to forward this inquiry, I am
now preparing several needles for use. All that is necessary is, that

the person applying for a needle should be in possession of a good clock

or chronometer, and has the means of ascertaining its daily rate.

Madras Observatory, 9th May, 1837.

Note.—We shall be most happy to promote the author’s views by

making a series of experiments with his needles in Calcutta, and then

distributing them to friends in the interior. Of the dip we have a

few records, (see Proc. As. Soc. for May.) Major B. Blake also

brought from England an adjusted intensity needle, but we have not

yet been favored with his observations.

—

Ed.

VI.

—

The Leyends of the Saurashtra group of Coins deciphered. By
James Prinsep, Sec. As. Soc.

Those who would deprecate the study of old coins as a useless and
uninteresting waste of time and ingenuity,—and there are such we fear

even among the readers of this journal,—frequently mistake the means
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for the end, and suppose us to be enamoured of the very defects of the

barbarous specimens of ancient art we seek out with such ardour,

rather than give us credit for being impelled by the desire of

looking through them at the history of the times they faintly but

certainly pourtray. Twice has our small band of collectors been

enabled to oppose a triumphant reply to such sceptics even with the

unpromising materials of purely Indian relics, without counting the

splendid but more natural harvest in ancient Bactria. The dynasty

of the Guptas in central and eastern India, and that of the Buddhist

rajas of Ceylon, form two unequivocal lines of history developed. Or

confirmed, by the unlving evidence of coins. I am now happy in

being able to produce a third series for the west of India, equally well

filled as to names, and of greater interest than either of the previous

discoveries, on several accounts, as will presently be manifest.

I have given the name of Saurashtra series to the coins depicted in

Plate XLIX. of Vol. IV. because they have principally been found at

Mandivee, Puragarh, Bhoj, and other ancient towns in Cutch, Cattywar,

and Guzerat, the Surastrene of the Greeks, which comprehended from

the Sindh or Indus to Barugdza ( Baroach) on the confines of Ariake, or

India Proper, and which cannot but be identical with the Saurashtra,

of Sanskrit authorities*. The specimens before me when engraving

the plate alluded to, were not very distinct, and 1 could not then make

out more than a few of the letters, which were seen at once to belong

to a peculiar form of ancient Nagari.

Success in other quarters brought me back to the promising field of

Saurashtra, made more promising by the accession of some fresh coins

from Mr. Wathkn of Bombay, and Captain Burnes, whereon the

legends were more complete.

While thus engaged, I received from Captain Harkness, Sec. Roy.

As. Soc. along with a copy of the Society’s Journal, No. VI. (which

also contains a notice by Professor Wilson of one coin of this group,

but without deciphermentf) a couple of beautifully executed plates of

a fine collection of these same coins in the possession of Mr. Stecart,

who made a tour through India a few years since. The plates appear

to have been executed in Italy
; and as no explanation occurs, I

* See preceding note on the birth place of Ixwaku, page 349.

+ Professor Wilson has inadvertently assumed in his note, on my authority,

that these coins are known by the name of Gadhia paisa, or ass-money. It was

not to this description, but to a very degenerate descendant of the Indo-Parthian

eoinage, generally of copper, that Captain Burnes stated the name to be

applied.— (See my former paper, Jour. Vol. III. p. 687.)
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presume they have been circulated to the various Oriental Societies in

hopes of getting the legends deciphered. Encouraged and aided by

this accession of materials, I proceeded, according to the plan that

succeeded so well with the Bactro-Pehlevi inscriptions, to separate and

analyse the conformable portion or the titles common to all the coins,

and afterwards to classify the unconformable portion, which of course

would include the proper names.

In this manner I was soon fortunate enough to discover a key to the

whole in the value of one or two anomalous looking letters which had

hitherto deceived me by their resemblance to members of other ancient

Sanskrit alphabets. I must acknowledge some assistance from Mr.

Wathen’s Sindhi grammar, where having found the absence of vowel

marks in the modern alphabet of the country, I was not unprepared to find

the same omission in the more ancient one. Another preparatory step

was derived from the Tregear legends of last month’s plate, ending in

Mitasa , which I ventured to construe as the corrupted or Pali mode of ex-

pressing the Sanskrit possessive case Mitrasya. A similar ^ was perceiv-

ed following or putra, which left little doubt that the word was

Tf^tvr, for “ of the son,” which, by the idiom of the language,

would be the final word of the sentence, and would require all the pre-

ceding members of it to be in the genitive case.

The letter ^ (or j) occurred in the body of one or two of the legends

in its simple state, whereas in the initial word, which could not but be

raja, it was prolonged below, shewing that another letter was sub-

joined, while sometimes the visarga followed it.—This could be no-

wise explained but by supposing it the possessive case of rT5?T, or crff:

rdjneh, the double letter being not at that early date replaced by a

compound symbol.

The same observation will apply to all the other double letters, inn,

tr, dr, sv, shv, which are in this alphabet made by the subjunction of

the second letter without diminution. Hence the peculiar elongation

of many of the letters, which was at first thought characteristic of the

whole alphabet, but it turns out to belong only to the letter r, which

is thus distinguished from the n, i, and h.

The second word of the title I read IfRTTCr, for Kritrimasya,

genitive of Kritrima ; which is translated in Wilson’s dictionary

“made, factitious, an adopted son (for Kritrima putra).”—The latter

sense was inadmissible, because it so happened that the name of the

actual father was in every case inserted, and the same title was also ap-

plied to him. The only manner, therefore, in which the term could

be rendered was by “ elected”—“ adopted”—by the people, or by the
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feudal chiefs of the country ; a designation entirely new in Indian

numismatics, and leading to a highly interesting train of reflection, to

which I must presently recur. Sometimes the epithet Mahd is

affixed—not to raja, but to Kritrima, as Raja mahd Kritrima, the

* great or special elected king’—as if in these cases he had been

the unanimous choice of his people, while in the others he was

installed merely hv the stronger party in the state.

In every instance but one, the raja is stated to be the son of a raja

;

and it is quite natural to expect that a prince, unless he were very

unpopular, would have influence to secure the succession in his own

family. In the case forming the exception to this rule, the raja is the

son of a Swdmin or Swdmi, a general term for brahman or religious

person. I have therefore placed him at the head of the line, although

it does not follow that in an elective government the regular succes-

sion may not have been set aside in favor of an influential commoner.

Among all the coins hitherto examined nine varieties only have

bee i discovered. Of these several can he traced from father to son

in regular succession.—Others again spring from the same father,

as if brothers had succeeded, in default of heirs direct, or from voluntary

supercession ;
hut we know that in Indian families the same names

frequently recur in the same order of filiation
; so that unless ac-

companied by a date it is quite impossible to decide whether the

individuals are the same in every case of similar names.

The features on the obverse might serve as a guide in many cases,

for they (as 1 have before remarked) are executed with a skill and

delicacy quite Grecian ; hut it will he seen below that I doubt their

representing the individual named on the reverse.

I have lithographed in Plate XXIV. the several varieties of legend,

as corrected and classified, aftercareful examination of Mr. Steuart’s

plates, with all the coins in our respective cabinets, as well as the

sketches I have been favored with of others by Mr. Wathen. I have not

time to engrave the coins themselves, of which indeed the former plate

will give a clear idea, for they are all the same in size and appearance,

varying a little in the countenance of the prince. Their average weight

is about thirty grains, agreeing in this respect with the korees mention-

ed by Hamilton as struck in Cutch, four to a rupee, by the Raos and

Jams of Noanagur, with Hindu! characters*.

Legend, No. 1. Of this there are four examples in Mr. Steuart’s

plate. I had one from Mr. Wathen!'

,

which passed into Captain

CuNNiNGHAM’spossession by exchange.—Adding the matras or vowels,

* Hamilton’s Hindostan, I. 654. f Found by Captain Prescott in Guzerat.
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and correcting the possessive termination, the legend will be in modern

character,

Rajna kritrimasya Rudra Sahasya, Sw&mi Janadama-putrasya.

in English, ‘ (coin) of the elected king Rudra Sah, son of Swami Jana-

dama.’ The letter beginning the word Swdmi in the majority of Mr-

Steuart’s figures, is an ^ , in lieu of a In one of his, and in mine

(or rather Captain Prescott’s coin), the orthography is correct.

There may be a little doubt about the n in Janadama, which is rather

indistinct, but I think the dot at the foot of the line decisive.

Legend, No. 2. Of this there are likewise four coins engraved. We
have none in Calcutta. The words run :

*:nj

Rajna kritrimasya Agadamna, rajna kritrimasya Rud7-a Sah putrasya.

‘Of the elected king Agadama, son of the elected king Rudra Sa'h.’

The simple title, raja, of the father makes it probable that he is the

preceding prince, whose son therefore succeeded him under the same
system of election.

Legend, No. 3. Two coins in the Steuart collection :

Rajneh kritrimasya Vb-a damneli, rajna mahd kritrimasya Dama Sihasya putrasya.

' Of the elected king Vi'radama, son of the great elected king
Dama Sa'h.’

In these examples we have the correct orthography of the genitives

with one superfluous ^ attached to the penultimate Sdha ,—which
being connected with the word putrasya did not grammatically

require the affix. Dama Sa'h, the father, is most probably a different

person from the Agadama of the last coin. His title is more impor-

tant, though that of his son again falls to the former level. We have
as yet no coins of Dama Sa'h himself, though by this happy in-

sertion of the ‘ fathers’ we obtain two names with each specimen.

Legend, No. 4. Four coins in Steuart’s plates—none in Calcutta .-

* Of the great elected king Rudra Sa'h, son of the elected king
Vi'radama.’

Nothing invites remark in the orthography of this legend but the
insertion of the visarga in one place and its omission in another.

Rudra Sah is a direct descendant of the last raja.

Legend, No. 5. Two coins in the Steuart list—two in my
cabinet, one in Captain Cunningham’s :

3 D
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rrs -

- fsrgsiw g^
‘ Of the elected king Viswa Sah, son of the great elected king

Rudra Sah.’

Another regular succession. It is curious that the visarga is not

inserted at random, but, where it has been once given, the engraver

seems to have considered it necessary to repeat it—as he does also to

conform to the modification of the letterj in raja.

Legend, No. 6. Three Steuart coins, one Prinsep (from Burnes’

collection), and one in Dr. Swiney’s cabinet

:

‘ Of the great elected king Atridama, son of the great elected king

Rudra Sah.’

Here we have, in all probability, a second son of Rudra Sah,

through failure of heirs male to Viswa Sah. I write Atri for

euphony as the most likely disposition of the vowels, none being

expressed but the initial a, which, as in the modern Sindhi, serves for

all vowels equally well.

Legend, No. 7. Including Nos. 9 to 12 of the Steuart plate;

two in my cabinet, one in Captain Cunningham’s, and one in Dr.

Swiney’s :

‘ Of the elected king Viswa Sa'h, son of the great elected king

Atridama.’

This second Viswa is shorn of his father’s distinction, Malid. He

does not appear to have left a son to take his place, being in the

same predicament (as far as our information goes) as his namesake

the son of Rudra.

Legend, No. 8. Three coins, 25, 26 and 27 of Steuart, and two in

my series—one lately received from Mr. Wathen, and perfect in its

circle of letters :

‘Of the great elected king Vijaya Sah, son of the great elected

king Dama Sah.’

This raja is evidently out of place ;
being a son of Dama Sa'H, he

should have come before Vi'radama, who had a son. I did not per-

ceive the mistake until after the plate was lithographed.

Legend No. 9. Of this there is only one specimen in the Steuart

collection, to which I am able to add two. Col. Tod’s plate in the Roy.

As. Soc. Trans, contains one. The inscription exceeds all the rest in

length

:
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‘ Of the great elected king Swa'mi Rudra Sa'h, son of the great

elected king Swami Rudra Dam a.’

These two names stand insulated from all the rest, and the only

test by which we can attempt to supply them with a fit position in the

list, is the form of the letter which is decidedly of the earlier model.

These two kings may therefore come conveniently into the break

after Agadama, the second on our list.

We may now proceed to sum them up in the order thus conjectu-

rally determined.

Elected Sovereigns of Cutch, (Saurashtra ?)

1. Rudra Sah, son of a private individual, Swami Janadama.

2. Agadama, his son.

(Here the connection is broken.)

3. Swami Rudra Dama.

4. Swami Rudra Sah, his son.

(Here the connection is again broken.)

5. Dama Sah, of whom no coins are extant.

6. Vijaya Sah, his son.

7. Vi'ra Dama, another son of Dama Sah.

8. Rudra Sa'h, son of Vi'ra.

9. Viswa Sah, son of Rudra.

10. Atridama, also son of Rudra.

11. Viswa Sah, son of Atridama.

Thus we have eleven kings, with only two breaks in the succession*

developed by this very interesting series of minute silver coins.

Eleven kings, at the usual average of eighteen years per reign, will run

through a space of just two centuries. Yet where need we seek for a

single trace of such a dynasty in any of the works of the Hindus,

when of the Guptas reigning in the central provinces the memory is

but faintly shadowed in some of the spurious Puranas ? It would be

more unnatural to hope for any allusion to a remote kingdom of the

west like Cutch, in the books of the brahmans ; and unless we can find

something to the purpose in the numerous inscriptions from Girnar

and Junagarh, we may, as far as the Hindus are concerned, but have

added a barren list of names to the numerous pedigrees already col-

lected by Tod and others, with the advantage however, always consi-

derable, of their being entitled to perfect confidence.

From the Persian historians here and there may be picked up an
incidental notice, of great value, regarding the internal affairs of

India, but the names are so changed and confounded with titles that

it is sometimes hard to recognize them. One of these notices quoted

3 d 2
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by Colonel Pottinger in his history of Sinde* seems to throw an im-

portant light upon the point before us. After noticing the utter absence

of any information on the dark age between the Macedonian expedition

and the incursions of the Musulmans, this author says—“The native

princes are not mentioned by name in all the manuscripts I have peru-

sed, until the time of the celebrated Khoosroo (Noursherwan) king

of Persiaf, who sent a large army and ravaged the western frontier of

Sasee Raja’s dominions ; which are described, including his tributaries,

to have extended on the north to the present provinces of Kashmeer

and Kabool

;

southward to Surat and the island now called Diu

;

west-

ward along the sea coast to Mukran, and eastward to the provinces of

Mdrwar, Bikaneer, &c.”

Colonel Pottinger states that the rajas name was Subeer Singh
;

but this may be the learned mode of expanding the original Sa-Seeinto

a genuine Sanskrit name. He was killed and his country plundered,

but after the enemy had retired with their spoil, two princes of the

same dynasty succeeded and reigned with great vigour and equity,

repairing the forts of Sehwan, Moo, Oocha, Narain koth, &c., which

had fallen to decay under their peaceful progenitors. The second

prince, resigning himself to sensual pleasures, left the conduct of affairs

to his minister, during whose illness a young brahman of his office

named Chuch, having occasion to visit the king in the seraglio, was seen

and loved by the queen, and on the death of the king they married and

brought about a revolution which placed him on the throne. “ Such,”

says the historian, “ was the close of the race of Raja Sasee, which

had governed the kingdoms of Sinde for upwards of two thousand

years ; whose princes at one period received tribute from eleven

dependent kingdoms, and who had set the threats of the greatest

monarchs of the world at defiance.”

Now the word Sasee, the general name of the royal line, has a much

greater affinity with Saha (genitive, Sdhasa ) than with Subeer Singh

—

and this name we find borne by seven out of the eleven princes whose

names have been thus fortunately preserved. Many other consi-

derations might be adduced in favor of their identity. A commercial

maritime kingdom seated in Saurashtra and at the mouth of the Indus,

would naturally extend its sway up the valley of that river and its

branches. From its wealth and liberal form of government, it would

be stable and powerful, especially under a tributary treaty (in general

* Pottinger’s Travels in Beloochhtan

,

p. 386.

f Noursherwan flourished about the middle of the sixth century. He was

contemporary with the Roman Emperors Justinian and Justin.
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punctually performed) with the great monarch of Persia, the chief ene-

my capable of doing it injury. The antiquity assigned to this Sindian,

or early Indian kingdom, further agrees with the tradition of Ikswaku’s

residence, and the migration of his sons eastward, and with all we have

remarked (in a previous paper) regarding the origin of the commercial

classes throughout modern India.

But, if the dvnasty of the Sdha or Sasee rajas, of which we may

now fix the termination towards the close of the sixth century, extended

backwards for two thousand years or even a quarter of that period, we

should find some mention of it by Alexander’s historian, or by hi3

namesake the commercial Arrian, who visited this very kingdom in

the second century of our era. The elder Arrian affords but little to aid

us. In the descent of the Indus, some petty chiefs, as Musicanus,

Oxykanus and Sambus are encountered and overthrown; but we hear

of no paramount sovereign in Patalene. Indeed from the pains taken in

rendering Pattala more habitable by digging wells, and inviting back

the fleeing population, it might be argued that it could not have been a

place of much importance prior to Alexander’s visit.

The capital of the province had changed in the second Arrian’s
time, to Mindgara, “ the residence of a sovereign, whose power extended

as far as Barugdza in Guzerat. The government was in the hands of a

tribe of Partbians divided into two parties ; each party as it prevailed

chose a king out of its own body, and drove out the king of the

opposite faction: <rwex<Zs aW-nXous iittiiKivrwv*

Dr. Vincent, the learned commentator on the Periplus, seems to

hesitate in believing this assertion of Arrian that the government of

the Sindh, Cutch and Guzerat province, was in the hands of a tribe of

the Parthians, “ Baat\everai 5e iirb nap6av—” “ If,” says this author, “ the

governing power were Parthians, the distance is very great for them

to arrive at the Indus ; may we not, by the assistance of imagination,

suppose them to have been Affghans, whose inroads into India have been

frequent in all ages. That the government was not Hindu is manifest

and any tribe from the west might be confounded with Parthians. If we
suppose them to be Affghans, this is a primary conquest of that nation,

extending from the Indus to Guzerat, very similar to the invasions

of Mahmu'd the Ghaznavidef.”— '“ If” (we may here continue) for

Affghans in this passage, we substitute the Mithraic races of Seistdn

and Ghazni, by whatever name they were known at the time, we find

confirmation of such a line of invasion both in Mr. Masson’s remarks

—

in our Indo-Sassanian coins, and in Arrian ; for the fire worship would
* Vincent, Periplus of the Erythrean sea, II. 385. + Periplus, II. 585.
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be quite ground enough for his classing the ruling race under the

general term of Parthian*.

At any rate, as our author says, the ruling power was not then

Hindu; and therefore the dynasty of the Sahas, in which we find the

genuine Hindu names of Rudra, Viswa, Vira and Vijaya could not yet

have sprung up. Thus we have a limit on either side, between the

third and the seventh century to assign to them, and we have names

enough to occupy one half of that space. The family name of Sah,

or Sahu, is not Sanskritf, but it is very extensively used in the verna-

cular dialects. Half of the mahajans of Benares are named Sah\, and

the epithet evidently implies ‘ merchants,’ for we find the same root in

the sahukdr (soucar) agent; souda, soudagar, trade, trader ; and perhaps

in the Persian word sood, interest. One branch of this western tribe

Sdh§ lias been elevated to royalty in the present occupants of the throne

of Nipal : the Garkhdlis, who overturned the Malta line in 1768, hav-

ing confessedly migrated from Udayapur close upon the borders of our

supposed Sindian kingdom, and settled in the hilly district of Kemaon

about two centuries anterior to their conquest of N&pal Proper.

The learned memoir of Professor Lassen on the Pentapotamia

furnishes us with a proof that the Sdhs of Sinde and Guzerat were well

known at the time the seventh chapter of the Mahabharata was

written for, when describing with all the acrimony of those who had

suffered from their aggressions, the origin and habits of the Bahlics or

Bactrians of the Panjdb or Panchanada, in the 44th verse we find

the following words put into the mouth of Carna :

* By Parthians, according to Moses of Chorene, should be understood the

Pal/iavis, or Balhavis, or people of Pahla, Balha or Balcha, the Balika or Bahlka

of the Sanskrit, and the Bactria of the Greeks : whence were derived the Pehlevl

dynasty and Pehlevl writing of Persia ;
and the Palhaivans of their more ancient

poetry. An explanation so comprehensive and simple, that it seems curious it

should ever have been disputed by the learned. Is it not also highly probable

that the Balahhi kings, and their capital the Balabhtpura of Gujerat, should origi-

nally have referred to a Pahlavi dynasty holding or re-establishing their sway in

this province ? The Sanskrit name of the town according to Tod is Balika-pura,

and of the kings, Balika-rai. We must find their coins and decipher their in-

scriptions ere we shall be competent to enter more fully on the subject.

-j- or Saha deva is however the name of the youngest of the five

Pandava princes, and might be accepted by some etymologists as the original of

a patronymic, Sdhu. also signifies “ increase, addition ;” but ^ryg is

generally looked upon as the root of Sdhu the mercantile name.

J Gopal Das Sah, Goal Das Sah, &c. &c.

§ I perceive also in a manuscript just received from Captain Sleeman, that

the Seths frequently reigned at Garha Mandela.
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SUSRTT ^irwKT ^KfT ?rm TOTi: |

^siTffr farafrefci qi%T frfrfw*r ! ii

which M. Lassen translates :

Prasthali, Madri, Gandh&ri, Aratti profecto latrones
;

Necnon Basates et Sauviri Sindhdid^ : ita in universum vituperantur.

And in a note he alludes to a variation in the manuscript whence Dr.

Wilson thus translated the same passage : ‘ The Prasthalas (perhaps

borderers) Madras, Gandharas, Arattas, Khosas, Basas, Atisindhus (or

those beyond the Sindhus), Sauviras, are all equally infamous.’

—

“ Legit igitur «TTJTrf:*sreiT ; Sed praestantiorem praebet lectionem Codex

Parisiens ; et Chasi hue non pertinent ; a Pentapotamia enim sunt alieni.

Basorum et Atisindhuidarum nomiua ignota mihi sunt et in errorem

h. 1. induci sese passus est doctissimus Anglus. Compositum non ex

tribus, sed ex duobus tantum nominibus constat, Basati et Sindhu-

sauvira. Posteriores laudantur Ram. I, XII, 25. ed. Schl. et alio

nomine appellati sunt Cumdlaca (Hem. ch. IV. 26.) Prius nomen

saepius in Bharatea reperi, ex. c. in hoc versu, ex libro sexto descripto :

Gandhari, Saddhales, orientales, montium incolas atque Basates.”

The Professor’s reading so entirely accords with the conditions of

cur Sah or Sau fraternity that no doubt can be entertained of its being

correct
;
and we gain a very important step by learning the Sanskrit

mode of spelling the term ^r, since we may thence hazard a new
interpretation of the word Saurashtra, as Sau-rashtra ‘ the country of

the Sau tribe,’ a more close and plausible one than that hitherto

accepted of Saurya-rashtra the country of the sun-worshippers.

The 72nd couplet confirms such an interpretation by ascribing

precisely the same iniquities (theft, or perhaps commercial usury) to the

Saurashtrians, the vowel being only shortened for the sake of the verse.

qt^u

Orientales servi sunt, meridionales turpes, Bahici latrones, Surashtri praedatores.

Commentators have uniformly supposed Surashtra to denote the

modern Surat, but this is an error : the name applies only to the

Surastrene of Ptolemy, and Surat, as I am assured by Mr. Borrodaile

of the Bombay Civil Service, is comparatively a modern town

;

and its name, now persianized into Surat, was originally

Suryapur, the town of the Sun.

I waive all discussion hereon the important bearing the above theo-

ry has on the age of the Mahabharat and of the Ramayana : either the
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Srfhs of Sinde must be very old, or the passages of abuse and praise

in these poems must yield their claim to high antiquity. At any

rate a departure from strict oxthodoxy is established against the

tribe.

There are some other points in the reverse legend of the coins

before us that call for further explanation—first, of the word Kritrima.

The expression quoted above from Arrian indicates something of an

elective government even while the Parthians ruled at Minagara ; each

party as it acquired the ascendancy in the politics of the state ‘ chosing

a king out of its otvn body.’

Dr. Vincent supposes that the contending parties (the whigs and

tories of their day) were not both Parthians, hut more probably Par.

thian and Indian. This view is not a little supported by the coin

evidence, and it is only necessary to imagine that the native influence

of a rich mercantile aristocracy at length prevailed and excluded the

Parthians altogether. Of these Parthians we see the remnant in the

Parsees so numerously located in Guzerat and Surat, and can easily

imagine, from their numbers and commercial enterprize, that they

must have been formidable rivals to the indigenous merchant-kings.

Something of this feudal system of government is visible to this day

in the fraternity of the jdrajahs or chiefs of Cattywar and Cutch. The

name jardjah might, without any unwarrantable license, be deduced

from sah-rdja, persianized to ja-rdja or local chieftain. In 1809 there

were twenty or more of these chiefs in Cutch alone able to furnish a

contingent of from two hundred to one thousand men*. In the

Guzerat peninsula the number must be much greater, since in 1 807 there

were estimated to be five thousand two hundred families in which the

inhuman custom of female infanticide was regarded as a dignified

distinction of their caste !

In the names of these modern chieftains we can trace a few of our

list atra, visa, and vira : and a town called Damunagar, may have owed

its foundation to our prince of that name. The Jak-rdjahs and Catties

call themselves Hindus, but are very superficially acquainted with the

doctrines of their faith— the real objects of their worship are the Sun

and the Matha Assapurif the goddess of nature,—doubtless the

Nanaia of more classical Bactria. They are said to impress the Solar

image on every written document. We are accordingly prepared to

find it on their ancient coinage, where it is seen on the right hand

side, the moon {matha for mas or mdh) being always in company on

the left.

* Hamilton’s Hindostan, I. 587. + Ditto, I. 637.
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The central symbol I have had to explain so often and with so many
modifications, that I really feel it becomes more of an enigma the

more is said of it ! It occurs on the Pantaleon Greek coins—on the

Indo-Scythic group—on the Behat Buddhist group—on similar coins

dug up in Ceylon—and here at the opposite extremity of India. It is

the Buddhist Chuitya, the Mithraic flame,—mount Meru, mount Aboo !

•—in fact, it is as yet unintelligible and the less said of it, the sooner

unsaid when the enigma shall be happily solved !

Legend of the obverse.

Having satisfactorily made out the contents of the inscription on

the reverse of the Saurashtra coins, I might have hoped to be equally

successful with the obverse ; but here I must confess myself quite foiled.

From the obverse die being somewhat larger than the other, it seldom

happens that a perfect legend can be met with ; and by placing toge-

ther all the scraps from different samples, enough only can be restored

to shew: 1st, its general character; 2nd, to prove that it is not

Sanskrit ; and 3rd, that it contains two distinct styles of letter on

the opposite sides of the head
;
that on the right having a strong

resemblance to Greek, the other a fainter to Pehlevi; but both written

by an ignorant hand. The three or four Pehlevi letters are variable

and quite illegible ; but the others, by combining the two first

examples in the plate, (No. 5, from my coin; 8, from Mr. Steuart,)

might be read vonones vasileus, allowing sufficient latitude for the

corruption of a century or two. Should my conjecture be admitted

even to the extent that the letters are Greek, we may safely attribute

their presence to the supremacy of the Arsacidan king of Persia, or,

looking farther back, to the offsets of the Bactrian kingdom in the

valley of the Indus, where the Greek characters were still retained, as

proved by the coins of Kodes and Nones, (or Vonones) Azes, &c. ;

and we may conclude that his portrait, and not that of the tributary

r£ja, was allowed to grace the coinage of Saurashtra.

The sway of Demetrius we know from Strabo to have extended over

t
he delta of the Indus, and the retrenchment of a single particle

from his text would make it include Saurashtra also. Speaking of

Menander’s Indian possessions he says :

"Erye /cai rbv ''Tiraviv (Y-ttatriv) 8t4f}r] irpbs ew (cal p.4xp l T0V ^ffa/xoii (’Ion/xavov) ttpo

Tj\0f. rauev yap avrbs, raSe AijjU'fjrpiOS ‘EuduSripou vios rov haKTplwv ffaaiAeus

ov pivov oi narraAr)vV Karecxou, a\\d Kairrjs HaAt/s irapaAias rrjyrt Tewtrapidorou

Ka.\ovix(vt]V (cal ri)V SiyepnSos fiamAeiav.

On this important passage many have been the opinions expressed

by the learned. Bayer refers the third name (the first two being fixed

3 E
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as the Hyphasis and Jumna ) to the mouths of the Ganges : “ quam
Strabo, alteram oram maritimam nomine Teffaapunrrov dicit ? nempe
nullam potuit, nisi quae ad Gangis fluminis ostia ubi et siyepnSos

regnum.” M. Lassen, from whose Pentapotamia I have cited the

above extract, thinks that the word merely alludes to the coasts in the

neighbourhood of Pattalene, and he identifies Sigertis with the

Sanskrit Trigertd fajlr?T in the province of Lahore. Manners places

the former in Guzerat

:

“ad oram maritimam, quae hodie Guzerat,

olim nomine Sanskrit JTatTC ( Gurjdra) appellata est, reatraptoaroo

regionem refert Mannertus, quod at veritatem haud dubie proxime

accedit, sed nil certius de hoc nomine invenio*.”

Now by abstracting, as 1 said before, the twice repeated particle, re,

or by changing res, to the article tov or 'fvs, the whole obscurity of the

text disappears, and the 0aai\eia r-ps Zapiorrov Ka\ovp.evt] stands forth as

the maritime kingdom of Saurashtra. This interpretation is surely

more natural than the extension of Menander’s rule to the extreme

east of India, merely to find another maritime delta and port for the

graeco-latinized corruption of a name quasi Tessariostiu !

But we dare not venture on any speculations in regard to Greek

names or affairs, lest we undergo castigation from the Hellenic critics of

Paris, who are surprised at our ignorance of authors, ancient and

modern, Greek and German, whose works we regret to say have never

yet visited the banks of the Ganges ! We ‘ Indianistes’ must then

leave this investigation to M. Raoul de Rochette as being altogether,

to use his own words, “ hors du depart-ement de nos etudes !”

There are still two series of Saurashtra coins to be examined, but

I have not yet wholly succeeded in deciphering them, and my readers

will doubtless rejoice at such an excuse for postponing their discus-

sion : I cannot, however, let pass the present opportunity of mention-

ing, as a highly curious circumstance, the very great similarity

between the old Sanskrit and the Greek character. Their striking

uniformity becomes more palpable the farther we retire into antiquity,

the older the monuments we have to decipher ; so that even nowT
,

while wre are quite green in the study, we might almost dare to

advance (with the fear of M. Raoul de Rochette before us), that the

oldest Greek (that written like the Phoenician from right to left) was

nothing more than Sanskrit turned topsy turvy ! A startling proposi-

tion this for those who have so long implicitly believed in Cadmus,

and the introduction from Egypt of what, perchance, never existed

there. Yet there is nothing very new nor very unnatural in the

* De Pentapotamia Indica Commentatio, C. Lassenii, 51.
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hypothesis ; since the connection of the Greek with the Phoenician and

Samaritan alphabets, has been admitted as a strong evidence that

“ the use of letters travelled progressively from Chaldea to Phoenicia

and thence along the coasts of the Mediterranean* and the Greek

language is now so indisputably proved to be but a branch of the

Sanskrit stem, that it is not likely it should have separated from its

parent without carrying away some germs of the art of writing,

already perhaps brought to perfection by the followers of Brahma.
But my arguments are not those of books, or learning, or even tradition,

but solely of graphic similitude, and ocular evidence.

The Greek letters are dressed by a line at the foot, in most cases, as

A, A, A, M, n, r, &c. ;—the Devanagri are made even along the upper sur-

face of the letters, and in later ages a straight line has been introduced

at the top, from which the grammatic elements are suspended. The

Greek alphabet is devoid of all system and has had additions made

to it at various times. Some of these, as <(> x, ¥, n, are precisely those

which present the least resemblance to the Sanskrit forms.

I have placed my evidence at the bottom of plate XXIV. taking

my Greek type from the well-formed letters on coins, and from the

boustrophedon tablet of Sigeum.

Of the vowels. A, I, o, and r, present a striking conformity with the

vowels T, and the semivowels ? and of the oldest Sanskrit

alphabets inverted. The vowel E is unconformable, and resembles

more the short e of the Zend. The long H is a later introduction and

appears to be merely the iteration of the short vowel I, as u is of OO.

In the consonants, we find B, r, A, z, 0, K, A, M, N, n, P, 2,T, in faet

every one of the letters, excepting those of after invention, are repre-

sented with considerable exactness by the (or double^), JT, V. ^T,

•SI, 3T, sr, «T, xf, X, *T, rr of the oldest Sanskrit alphabet, although

there is hardly a shadow of resemblance between any pair in their

modern forms. The same precision cannot be expected in every case;

the B, a, 0, A, m, n, n, P, T, require, like the vowels, to be viewed in an

inverted position : the r, and 2, remain unturned : the Z, and k re.

quire to be partially turned.—The A and the n may be deemed

a little far-fetched; the b taken from the double v, and the a from

the aspirated may also be objected to ;
but taking a compre-

hensive view of the whole, it seems to me impossible that so con-

stant and so close a conformity of the alphabetical symbols of two

distant nations should exist without affording demonstration of a

common origin. Whether the priority is to be conceded to the Greeks,

* Pantographia, page 107.
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tlie Pelasgians, or the Hindus, is a question requiring great research,

and not less impartiality, to determine. The palaeography of India is

now becoming daily a more interesting and important study, and it

connot fail to elicit disclosures hitherto unexpected on the connection

between the European and Asiatic alphabets.

VIII.

—

On the Properties ascribed in Native medical works to the Acacia

Arabica. By Lewis Da Costa, Esq.

At a time when the intended formation of a Pharmacopeia for

India has been publicly announced by the new Medical College, it is a

desideratum to know how the natives have treated the subject of me-

dicaments,—what of good their books contain,—what of error. Our

medical practice pays perhaps too little attention to vegetable reme-

dies, of which the Orientals possess an infinite variety, many inert,

but many active, and many also quite unknown to Europeans. I had

some intention of publishing a translation of the Mukhzun ool udweeyuh

by Moohummud Khosru Kha'n, but there is no encouragement for

such an undertaking in India. I therefore think it the wiser course

in the first instance to publish a specimen by which the pharma-

copeist will be able to judge of the aid he might derive were the whole

work (collated with others) placed before him in an English transla-

tion. I use the Gilchrist orthography.

Oommegheelan, Acacia Arabica, commonly called Tuleh

The people of the desert name it Shuokeh-i~Misr

(Egyptian thorn), and Shuokeh-i- Arabia (Arabian thorn).

In Persian it is called Moogheelan ; and in Hindee, Keekur jixf

and Bubool

A thorny plant, generally growing in forests and at the foot of mountains.

It is of two kinds, large and small, both resembling each other in appearance

and foliage. The first kind is smaller than an apple tree, and the branches

covered with thorns ;
the trunk is hard and at first green tending to white, but

as it advances in age it assumes a blackish hue resembling the ebony ^

but tinged with red. The fruit, which is like a bean or bean pod, resembles

Bagla and Khumoob (Phaseolus vulgaris and Carols), and is flat,

and knotty ;
the knots vary from five to nine in each bean, and within each knot

resides a seed in appearance like Turmis (Egyptian Lupin), but flatter

and of a red color. The bean is variously called Quruz Sunt

Ghurab and Usnat i\LaC. The pressed juice is called Uqaqia ^li)

{Acacia). The gum of a red and yellow semi-transparent color is called Sumugh -
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t'. Urbee ^ y!j
s (Gum Arabic). It is said that between the bark and the

body a resinous substance is found resembling the gum, but which is not gum ;

when this substance is freed of a red fluid that resides in it and washed, it be

comes very white, and when chewed like the Ilk (gum resembling

mastich), it discharges an odoriferous liquid and leaves an agreeable smell in the

mouth.

The second kind, called Salum by the Arabs, is less thorny, and some-

times has no thorn at all, and the branches are very profuse; the trunk is

blacker than the first kind. The fruit, which is like a bean and called Qaruz

is not knotty ; it contains from 9 to 31 flat seeds according to size, and is

of a deep violet color. Between each seed and around it a white coating is seen

and between this coating and the shell is lodged a mucilagenous and gummy
fluid of a deep yellow color. The blossoms of both the kinds are of a yellow

color and globular form, emitting an odoriferous scent. The leaves of both the

kinds are, in size and profusion, alike, and grow from a thin fibre by pairs in an

oblique direction, and are astringent to the taste. There grows in some places a

third kind of this plant, the branches of which are full of knots.

Character of all the parts. Cold and dry in the 2nd degree.

Medical Properties. Binding (restraining the discharge of redundant matter)

and repellant. A drink prepared of the juice of its blossoms is good for the

cure of palpitation from heat, and the horror, and for strengthening internal

orgaus, either taken by itself or with other proper medicine. The leaves are

deobstruent (opener of obstructions) and good for the stoppage of diarrhoea. If

fused by way of embrocation it strengthens laxed members. The tender green

leaves if steeped overnight in water and exposed to the influence of the moon,

and the clear water taken off and drank in the morning, will cure excoriation of

the urinary duct and allay the smarting of urine (ardor urinae). A powder pre-

pared of equal parts of the bark, the leaves, the blossoms and the gum, and from

•§ a drachm to 1 drachm taken regularly every morning, will thicken and retard

the semen, prevent involuntary discharge, & c. The young leaves with a little

white cummin Seed, and one or two buds of pomegranate bruised and steeped in

water, and strained and heated, and a few (6 or 7) pebbles or shards well heated

and cooled in it (4 or 5 times), will prepare a liquid to prevent looseness in

children in the last stage of teething, which is a very trying and weakening sea-

son with them ; this might also be given to adults with good effect—the quantity

to be regulated according to strength and age.—A plaster prepared of green

leaves is good to fill up wounds and subside inflammation. A decoction made of

the leaves is given for the profusion of the anus and for drying the humidity of

the womb. Pressed juice of the leaves and fruit stops the flowing and spitting

of blood. The fruit boiled in water, and a piece of cloth soaked in it several

times will make a good Pessary. Of the beans a cerement is thus made

—

split the beans and take the seeds out ; rub briskly the inner part of the bean
upon a piece of new cloth, until the pulp and all the humidity is thoroughly

absorbed in the cloth, which when dried will become like cerement
; of this

cerement stays are made and worn by women for several days on their bosom
to brace up and tighten fallen and slackened breasts. Bark of the trunk and of
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the blanches is used for the stoppage of blood from fresh wounds. This forms
the principal ingredient of the oil of Skekh Sunnan. The bark of the tree

bruised and steeped in ten times the quantity of water and kept for two days,

and then boiled and the liquid reduced to one half the quantity, and then

strained off after rubbing the bark well in it, and kept in a china or a glass

vessel, will make an excellent wash for women to use during menstruation after

uriDe— it serves to contract the vagina considerably. The fruit, leaves and bark

are good for tanning leather in lieu of Mazoo
, (gall-apple). The bark and

blossoms are principal ingredients in making molasses, and spirituous liquor

of the same.

The root and the bark are detergent. They make a good dentifrice for streng-

thening the gums 4 jJ. A brush made of the thin sprigs is used for strengthen-

ing the teeth. The wood is used, in consequence of its extreme hardness and

solidity, in making wheels for carriages, and instruments for tillage and tent

pins. There is another kind of Oommigheelan, of which the leaves, fruit, color

and bark resemble the 2nd kind, but it has a very bad odour, and has great abun-

dance of blossoms. This kind, which generally grows in Bengal, is brought to

no kind of medical use whatever : the filament of its root, however, if taken to

a snake, will cause it to drop its head and make it languid.

Remarks. By the European physicians the gum is only used. They say “ that

gum exerts no action on the living system
;
but is a simple demulcent, serving to

lubricate abraded surfaces, and involve acrid matters in the primse vise. In the

solid form it is scarcely ever given unless to sheathe the fauces, and allay the

trickling iriitation which occasions the cough in catarrh and phthisis pulmo-

nalis ;
in which case a piece of it is allowed to dissolve slowly in the mouth.

It is chiefly used in the state of mucilage.

—

London Dispensatory.

Aqaqia. A name given to the pressed juice of Quruz

and Quruz is the fruit of the Tuleh from which the Gum Arabic is

obtained. This plant in Hindi is called Keekur and the pressed

juice of the fruit Keekur ka rus By the Franks or Euro-

peans it is called Acacia.

Quality. That obtained from unripe fruit previous to its drying, is of a red

ruby color
;
and when dried, it assumes a greenish hue mixed with red and black.

That obtained from fruit after it is ripe, is of a black color. The former kind

is always chosen for medicinal purposes
; it has an agreeable smell, of a mixture

of green and black color, and is weighty and hard.

Character. When unwashed cold in 1st, and dry in the 1st and 3rd degrees.

When washed cold and dry in the 2nd degree.

Medical properties. Drying, repelling, and binding <—J'Asr''5 .

It stops flow of blood from any part of the body sjj • also from the mouth,

It strengthens the stomach and the liver Ja£, and prevents

the flow of humours (by the nose) arising from heat and

the dysentery It is good, both internally and externally, in cases of
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languor of the anus and of the womb .y iX*.*.*} liy-Uat. A 9 ointment it

allays inflammation of the ophthalmia, strengthens the sight attenuates

the humours, and removes redness. It is introduced in medicines for the

cataract tr&. If applied as ointment to inflammations arising from heat

it attenuates and prevents the determination of the humours in that

direction. It is good for the whitlow for the cracking of the skin

from cold, for the relaxation or weakness of the joints, and for the protrusion

°f the navel of children and the anus : and if applied to the hair, it

gives a fine black color ; if used with myrtle leaves aud red rose

it prevents flow of perspiration
(Jj rC and removes its bad odour :

applied to the body and the face (as a cosmetic), it improves the color of the

skin
;

with albumen ovi (white of egg), it is good for burns by fire, and prevents

blistering; with Momeroghun (an ointment of thick consistence

made of different ingredients and bee’s wax), called in Arabic
L g

.b. T>j,itis

also good for burns by fire and for the whitlow. If used as powder, it is efficaci-

ous in preventing flow of blood from any part of the body : if boiled in water,

and the liquid used as an embrocation on wearied or languid parts, it will

strengthen and prevent the determination of the humours that way. Used as a

clyster, it alleviates the excoriation of the intestines aud prevents flux

with occasional issue of blood <ji
1 w-jXIa-

!

> and strengthens the intestines

U»l. If used as an injection to the womb, it absorbs i„ morbid

secretions : applied as pessary and suppository, it prevents the flowing

of blood, the protrusion of the anus and the womb, its languor and humi-

dity (flowing of watery humour). As plaster Oui it is good for the protru-

sion of the pupil of the eye for inflammations arising from heat

and erysipelas or t (ignis sacer or St. Anthony’s fire)
;
also

inflammation of the anus and the womb, and it strengthens weakness of the

liver : a solution of it in water preserves the hair and blackens it. Used with

the Gumherb ladon and oil of roses ^^j
cy, it is efficacious in stopping

looseness in children. It creates obstructions Its corrector is almond oil

Dose up to 1 dirhem. Succedanea are lintel and sandal-

wood JvU-O same quantity as the Aqaqia. Some say the best is the juice of the

box-thorn in Hindi called

Aqaqia is thus obtained :
—Take the fruit of the tree when ripe, bruise, clean,

(percolate ?) and boil it on an easy fire until it obtains a thick consistence,

approaching to congelation, when pour it into moulds, aud when settled it is fit

for use. Some introduce into it the juice of the leaves likewise. Some say that
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of the congelation is effected under the sun it is the best. The best method of

washing it is thus : Rub it well in water, and take that which gathers on the

surface and make lozenges of it.

It is worthy of knowing that Aqaqia is a compound of two essences, Luteef

i a -i-U' and Kuseef - tiJa the finer and the grosser particles; the former

is burning, sharp, acrid, and penetrating ^ ! jJ jt=>-
5
and the latter

earthy, costive, and obstructive J -X g-2> il . When Aqaqia is washed, the

finer particles evaporate, and the grosser or earthy particles remain
; consequent*

]y on some occasions, such as inflammalions, the unwashed is used, and on other

occasions, such as the diseases of the eye, the washed is used.

Remarks. Egyptian thorn, Acacia, Mimosa Nilotica, exudes white Gum Ara-

bic. Juice of its pods is made into Acacia vera.

Acacia. The juice expressed from the pods of Mimosa Nilotica, inspissated

to dryness.— Gray’s Supplement to the Pharmacopeia,

t*'* Sumugh or Sumgh, Arabic; Fooqeemunoon, Greek ; Qamoog,

Syriac ; Deenoon, Roomee ; Ard, Persian ; Uzdo, Sheerazee ; Gond,

Hindi ; Gum, English.

A fluid matter which exudes from the body of certain trees, and concretes and

dries up. The gum of each plant is described under that plant. By the word

Gum without auy epithet is meant Gum Arabic, which is obtained from the

Oommegheelan (Mooyheelan
) plant. The best is of a light yellow color, clear,

transparent and bright (Jjl . and when putin water and allowed

to rest in it for some time, it will not swell but completely dissolve, leaving no

residuum whatever ; a piece held in the mouth produces the same effect as the

above.

Character. Hot in a temperate degree, aud dry in the 2nd degree. Jaleenoos

(Galen) says, hot in the 2ud degree.

Medical properties. It is viscous and demulcent i. e. soothing the

chest, aud is binding It (gives tone) strengthens the stomach and the in-

testines and preserves the bones
;
prevents defluxion on the chest, cough, kij-c

und excoriation of the lungs, or peripnuemony and harshness or sore-

ness of the throat and the windpipe

it clears the voice, and prevents the determination of morbid humours to the

chest If a piece of it be held in the mouth and

suffered to dissolve gradually, or if it be taken in pills, or some proper medicines

it assists expectoration From 2 to 3 misqals, it is efficacious in diarrhoea

and abrasion of the intestines. Fried in oil of roses, it is good for sanguinary

discharges from all parts of the body, excepting from the womb, and in piles

It stops diarrhoea. If 1 misqal of the gum, well ground and mixed in 1

ouyeah of fresh cow’s butter, be taken daily for three or seven days it will effectually

stop flow of blood from the mouth, the chest, the lungs jJI, and from all other
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internal organs
t

excepting from the womb, and in piles. If taken

with fresh goat’s milk, it will have the same effect. With white of eggs (albumen

ovi), it is good for burns by fire : a solution of it with rose-water dropped

into the eyes affected with the ophthalmia, Sulaq cutaneous eruptions

in the eye-lids, and Jurb itching, is highly beneficial in removing those

complaints. It is injurious to excrementary discharges. Its corrector *

is Kuseera I gum tragacanth, and (it is said) rose-water and sandal-wood.

Its succedaneum J* is almond gum and myrtle seed

—Mukhzun-ool Udweeyuh, by Moohummud Khasroo Khan.

IX .—Proceedings of the Asiatic Society.

Wednesday Evening, the 7th June, 1837.

The Hon’ble Sir Edward Ryan, President, in the chair.

Dr. J. Swiney, Lieut. M. Kittoe, Professor O’Shaughnessy, G. W.
Bacon, and Francis Robinson, Esqs. were elected Members of the Society.

Mr. Muir was proposed by Dr. Falconer, seconded by the Secretary.

M. F. Eydoux, Chev. Leg. Hon., Naturalist of the Bonite Corvette, soli-

cited through Professor Goodeve, the honor of being chosen a corre-

sponding Member. Referred to the Committee of Papers.

The following reply from Government was received to the reference

regarding the Mackenzie MSS.
To James PRiNSEr, Esq.

Secretary to the Asiatic Society.

Sir,

With reference to your letter, dated 10th September, 1836, I am directed to
transmit to you the accompanying copy of a communication from the Govern-
ment of Fort St. George, and to state for the information of the Asiatic Society,
that the Right Honorable the Governor General of India in Council, has autho-
rized the Government of Fort St. George to expend a sum not exceeding 7,000
rupees, in order to obtain from the Rev. Mr. Taylor an examination and col-

lation of the manuscript works in the vernacular languages of India, collected
by the late Colonel Mackenzie, and the restoration of any that may be found
to deserve it.

I am. Sir,

Your obedient servant.
Council Chamber, \ H. T. Prinsep,

10 th May, 1837. J Secy, to Govt.

Mr. Taylor estimates, that the preliminary collation and examination
of the manuscripts, including the restoration and copying of those injured,
decayed, or becoming illegible, as may appear desirable on investigation,
may occupy about a year; and half a year more is allotted for those at
Calcutta *. Of the whole he is to give an analysis, whence it will be
determined what shall be translated or published in original. He ven-
tures to anticipate “ some results from the enlightened recommendation of
the Asiatic Society, that will justify their decision to the literary world,
and furnish an important addition to our knowledge of history, mytho-
logy; philosophy, ethics, and local customs, modes of thinking and other
habits of the people of South India.”
A letter from the Secretary of the Asiatic Society of Paris, M. E. Bur-

nouf, communicating officially the grant of 1,500 francs per annum, for the
* We have none of the Tamul or Telinga MSS. in our library.
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purchase of Sanskrit MSS. on account of the French Government, andre«
questing the Calcutta Society to undertake the commission.
The following letter from Capt. Harkness, Sec. Roy. As. Soc. of London

was read.

Royal Asiatic Society's House, 14, Grafton Street, Bond Street,

London, 24 th January, 1837.
Sir,

I have the pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 6th of June
last, enclosing a bill on Messrs. Morris and Co. for ,£

J

31 10s. the amount of
your Society’s subscription to the Oriental Translation Fund up to the year 1835,
inclusive.

With reference to the last paragraph of your letter, I am requested to say that,

as a body, the Oriental Translation Committee is precluded from taking any por-
tion of the Oriental works (texts) you are now publishing

; as it could not,
consistently, with the objects of its institution, present them torts subscribers.
Several of the Members, however, have expressed their intention of becoming,
individually, subscribers to each edition, as completed ; and I hope, also, to
obtain a few subscribers from among the Members of the Royal Asiatic Society.

In the meanwhile 1 trust that the powerful advocacy which the cause received in
this country has been, long ere this, productive of much benefit. It was support-
ed by the united influence and exertions of the Royal Asiatic Society, and the
Oriental Translation Committee; and the result was confidently understood to be,

that the Bengal Government was to be instructed, at least, to defray all the ex-
pense attending the publishing of the works which it had commenced to print,

but which it had transferred to your Society to complete.

I have the honor to be, Sir,

Your most obedient humble servant,

Oriental Translation Committee. H. Harkness, Secretary.

The Secretary observed, that
Captain Harkness’ letter was the first official notice the Society had

received from London of the fate of their memorial, regarding Oriental publica-

tions, sent home through the Government here, and in duplicate through the

Royal Asiatic Society, in 1835. It appeared that, from motives of delicacy, the

Council of the Royal Asiatic Society thought it right not to publish what had
been done in the Annual Review of its proceedings, while the subject was still

under consideration
;
but that the favorable result of the application to the Court

of Directors being now generally known, they ventured to announce the success

of their intercession. He thought, therefore, that it behoved the Society to notice

the information they had long since possessed through the private correspondence

of their English agent.

The deputation appointed by the Royal Asiatic Society to wait upon the Chair-

man, and Deputy Chairman, and upon the President of the Board of Control,

consisted of the Right Honorable C. W. W. Wynn, President, Sir Gore Ouse-
ley, Sir A. Johnston, Sir G. Staunton, Vice-Presidents, and Professor

Wilson. Mr. Wynn opened the interview in both instances, and stated the

case very clearly and sensibly, going into the general question— the impolicy of

setting aside the native literature and institutions, and dwelling particularly on

the assistance sought for the abandoned Oriental publications. Professor Wil-
son also delivered a long address (the substance of which was published in the

form of two essays iu the London Asiatic Journal). Sir Gore Ouseley, and
Sir A. Johnston, followed ; and the high authorities replied in set speeches, ex-

pressing a disposition to favor the application without any pledge to the line

that the Court or the Board would pursue. The Court’s reply was understood

to be delayed through the lamented death of Mr. Mill, the historian of British

India who had been empowered to draw it up.

This then was the moment for the Society, to shew its gratitude to the distin-

guished individuals whose iufluence and talents had been so warmly exerted in

supporting their memorial. Professor Wilson and Sir Gore Ouseley, were

already on the list of their Members ; to them nothing more than their warmest
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thanks could be proffered : but to the Right Honorable President of the Royal
Asiatic Society, to Sir Alexander Johnston, and to Sir G. Statjnton, were
due the highest compliment the Society was capable of paying.

He begged therefore to propose, that these gentlemen be elected honorary
Members, without the usual form of reference to the Committee of Papers, and
that letters of thanks be addressed to each for the cordial support they had given

to the cause of Oriental literature.

After a few objections on the score of departure from established form, and
want of full official information, the proposition was put from the chair and
carried Nem. Cod.

A letter from Professor Rafn, Secretary of the Royal Society of North-
ern Antiquaries at Copenhagen, acknowledged receipt of Asiatic Resear-
ches, xiii.— xviii., and forwarded the Society’s Reports for 1836. One
addressed to the English Members, contains an account of Iceland from the
oldest Icelandic records.

Professor O. Frank of Munich acknowledged receipt of the Mahdbhi-
rut, vol. ii.

The Secretary of the Antiquarian Society, ditto of the xxtli vol. As. Res.

The following Report of the Committee of Papers on the subject of the

Museum, was read :
—

To James Prinsep, Esq.

Secretary to the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

Report of the Committee of Papers on the Museum Question.

The Committee having perused Dr. Pearson’s Report on the operations of

the Museum for the second experimental year, and having examined the state of

the objects of Natural History, acquired, set up, and arranged under his superin-

tendence, is of opinion that the Society is much indebted to his zeal and exer-

tions, and that the sum voted for the support of the Museum in May, 1835, and
renewed in May, 1836, has been well bestowed and profitably expended.

2. That nothing less than the actual demand for the Society’s income on other

objects imperatively necessary, such as the publication of its Researches, and the
repair of its premises, would warrant the withdrawal of support from a depart-

ment every day becoming of greater magnitude and importance
; but that the

following estimate of the receipts and payments of the Society for the ensuing
twelve months, renders this continuance of the Museum establishment on the
Society’s present means, inexpedient.

Estimated Receipts, for 1837-8.

Cash balance in the Bank of Bengal, 652 14 1

Interest on the Papers deposited with the Government Agent, 835 0 0
Quarterly contributions, 6,500 0 0
Allowance from Government for Oriental library 936 0 0

8,923 14 1

10,370 0 4

1,446 2 3
without estimating even a reduced allowance for the maintenance of the Museum.

3. That, viewing the maintenance of the Museum as a national object, and cal-

culated to be of immense importance to science if placed upon a footing of effi-

ciency, with a professional Naturalist at the head, directing researches and
3 f 2

Estimated Charges.

Arrears of Establishment for March and April, 1837,.. 563 11 0

The Museum allowance for April 213 5 4
Subscription to Journ. As. Soc., for 1S36, not yet paid,. . 1,293 0 0

Establishment and charges for 12 months 3,200 0 O
Subscription to the Journal Asiatic Society, for 1837, .. 1,500 O 0
Ditto to the Oriental Translation Fund in England, 10

guineas per annum, 200 0 0
To printing 2nd part of the 19th vol. As. Researches, 2,50J 0 0
Cleaning and painting the house exclusive of any alte-

ration and repairs, 900 0 0

Deficiency, Co.’s Rs...
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systematizing information obtained from various sources, both public and pri-
vate, in all the branches of physical science, but more particularly in regard to
the Natural History of British India and Asia at large

;
it is incumbent on the

Society to make a full and urgent representation to Government on the subject,

and to solicit such support as is accorded in most other countries to similar
institutions of national and scientific utility.

That historical, antiquarian, and statistical researches, although they may not
demand so large an outlay as the prosecution of physical inquiries, merit equally
the Society’s attention, and the encouragement of Government, and should be in-

cluded in the proposed representation, and that therefore a yearly grant of
10,000 rupees should be solicited in aid generally of the objects of the institution.

4. That pending the application to Government for pecuniary assistance, it is

desirable to maintain the Museum on its present footing, and to retain the ser-

vices of Dr. Pearson as Curator, from month to month, until the question be
decided.

Edward Ryan,
For the Committee of Papers.

Proposed by Mr. XV. Cracroft, seconded by Mr. E. Stirling, and car-

ried unanimously, that the Report be adopted by the Society.

The Secretary then read draft of the proposed application to Govern-
ment, which was ordered to be circulated in the Committee of Papers and
forwarded without delay.

Library.

The following Books were presented.
Straker’s Catalogue of a collection of Oriental MSS. for sale in London.
Commentaire sur le Ya5na l’un des Livres Religieux des Parses, par. M.

Eugene Burnouf, Membre de l’lnstitut, Professor de Sanscrit au College de
France, tome 1. Part II.

—

by the author.

Memoirs sur Deux Inscriptions Cuneiformes trouv^es pres d’Hamad&n et

qui font maintenant partie des papiers du Dt. Schulz, by ditto

—

ditto.

Memoire sur le Guacharo (Steatornis Caripensis) (Humboldt) par M. L’Her-
minier. D. M. P.

—

by M. Fortune Eydoux through Professor Goodeve.

Ditto sur L’Dodo, autrement Dronte (Didus ineptus), par H. D. De Blain-

ville

—

ditto ditto.

Gita Goviuda Javadevae Poetae ludici Drama Lyricum, by Christianus Lassen

—presented by the author.

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, No. VI.

—

by the Roy. As. Soc.

Census of the Armenian population of the city of Calcutta, by Johannes
Avdall, Esq.

—

by the author.

The following books were received from the Oriental Translation Fund.
Harivansa. or Histoire de la Famille de Hari, par M. A. Langlois, tome 2.

Laili and Majnun, a Poem, from the original Persian, by James Atkinson, Esq.

The History of the Temple of Jerusalem, translated from the Arabic, with Notes

and Dissertations, by the Rev. James Reynolds, B. A.

Kan-ing p'ien, LeLivre des recompenses et des Peiues en Chinois et en Francais,

par Stanislas Julien.

Chronique D’Abou-Djafar Mohammed Tabar, fils de Djarir fils d’Yezid, par

Louis Dubeux, tome 1.

The following books were received from the Booksellers.

Lardner’s Cabinet Cyclopedia

—

Russia, Vol. II.

Reformation, Vol. II.

Swainson’s Birds, Vol. I.

Wellesley’s Dispatches, Vols. II. and III.

Correspondence of Clarendon and Rochester, and two vols. of Lardner’s Encly-

clopedia received from home at the charge of J. S. Stopford, Esq. to replace

those lost by the wreck of a pinnace last year.

Baboo Ram Comul Sen presented a copy of the catalogue of the San-

skrit works in the College of Benares, for publication with the catalogue

of the Society’s books now in the press.
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The Government of Bombay presented 5 copies of Lieutenant T. S.

Carless’ Survey Report of the Indus navigation below Hyderabad.
The Right Honorable the Governor General forwarded a copy of Pro-

fessor Whewell’s Researches on the Tides, 6th series : with a request that

the Society would undertake to promote inquiries on the Indian coasts to

complete the theory of cotidal lines for the Bay of Bengal, towards which
the Government would be happy to contribute its aid.

This sixth series of Professor Whewell’s researches gives the results of an
extensive sjstem of combined observations in Europe and America in June 1835,

which have produced a very material improvement in the map of the cotidal lines

before published.

The most curious and important branch of the investigation is that for deter-

mination of the diurnal inequality, or difference between the day and night

tide, which depends on the declination of the moon north or south of the equator.

The existence of this inequality has long been known, but its laws have been
misunderstood, and it has never been attended to in tide tables, though of ma-
terial importance in the navigation of river mouths and shallow seas.

It was resolved that a circular should be addressed to members and corre-

spondents of the Society residing on the coast stations, requesting their aid in

procuring data for the tides of the Indian Ocean, and furnishing a copy of
Professor Whewell’s instructions, printed in the Journal in 1833.

Mr. W. H. Maunaghten presented two works in the Marliatta and
Hindi languages : the Siddhdnta Siromani prakasa by Subha'jI Ba'pu, and
the Bhugola saro likhyate, by Sri Unkaha Bhat Joshi, written for the pur-
pose of explaining the correct system of astronomy to their countrymen.
Mr. Macnaghiex also exhibited to the meeting two handsome silver em-

blematical inkstands, representing ajotishi pandit seated between two globes, ex-

pounding their use from the Siddhantas—and around the stand, richly em-
bossed, the twelve signs of the zodiac—a Sanskrit couplet on each expressing that

it was presented by the Governor General in Council in token of approbation of
the astronomical learning aud zealous endeavours of the pandits to enlighten their

countrymen. The following extract of a letter from Mr. Wilkinson, Governor
General’s Agent at Bhilsa, describes what they had done to deserve so high a

compliment.
“ I had shortly before entertained in my private service a Siddhanti who pos-

sessed a higher degree of knowledge of his profession, and having had an oppor-
tunity of making myself whilst at Kota in some degree acquainted with the Hin-
du astronomical books, 1 had communicated a knowledge of them to my own
Shastri, by name Subha'ji' Ba'pu, a man of wonderful acuteness, and intelli-

gence, and sound judgment, and to Unkara Bhat, one of the principal Joshis

of this part of Malwa. The arguments by which I had for the previous eight years

of our connexion in vain endeavored to impress on Subha'ji' Ba'pu a convic-

tion of the truth of the real size and shape of the earth and of other important
physical facts, now carried to his mind the clearest conviction when shewn to be
precisely the same as those of their own astronomical authors. His was the

master mind; and it ex'ercised its influence over the minds of all the other pan-
dits. He was lost in admiration when he came fully to comprehend all the facts

resulting from the spherical form of the earth, and when the retrogressions

of the planets were shewn to be so naturally to be accounted for on the

theory of the earth’s annual motion, and when he reflected on the vastly

superior simplicity and credibility of the supposition that the earth had
a diurnal motion, than that the sun and all the stars daily revolve round the
earth, he became a zealous defender of the system of Copernicus. He lamented
that his life had been spent in maintaining foolish fancies, and spoke with a bitter

indignation against ail those of his predecessors who had contributed to the wil-

ful concealment of the truths that once had been acknowledged in the land.
“ Subha'ji’ Ba'pu’s first care was how he was to enlighten the people of

Chanda and Nagpore, the land of his birth. At Bombay, Calcutta and Madras,
and at Dehli and Agra, and here also, the truth he said must spread, but how will

the mid-land of Nagpore, visited by no travellers from foreign countries, accessi-
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ble to no ships from other islands, and maintaining no schools,—how will the eye

of its population be opened ? 1 recommended his embodying all the facts he had
learned in a treatise in Marhatha. He immediately undertook the work. 1 have
got it printed, and I now have the honor of submitting two copies of the work,
with a request that they may be presented to the Governor General of India.

“ It is a work which will bear the test of even a severe criticism. It is full of

philosophical reflections. From the different productions of different countries

mutually necessary he argues the intention of providence to unite all mankind
by commerce in the bonds of an interested affection. He hence infers the

restrictions laid on Hindus against travelling to foreign countries to be violent

and unnatural. He assails the folly of astrological predictions, and upholds the

wisdom and mercies of Providence in veiling the future from our curiosity, and
in keeping us all instant in our duties by an unfailing hope. He leaves

none of tiie numerous vulgar errors held by all Hindus in connection with his

subjects of geography and astronomy to pass without a complete and satis-

factory refutation.
“ Unkaii a Bh at, who holds the next rank in talent and usefulness, has written

a free Hindi version of Subha'ji' Ba'pc’s book on the Paurauic, Siddliantic

and Copernican systems.”

Read a letter from Lieutenant Kittoe, stating that he had dispatched
a cart to Tamlook to take down the Bhubaneswar slabs, the restoration of
which had given the greatest satisfaction to the priests and people.

Lieutenant Kittoe also forwarded copies of the principal inscription in

the old Lat character at Aswastuma near Dlioulee in Orissa, with a short

account of the caves and temples discovered there by himself and a
map of the place.

[This inscription will be seen to have arrived at a most fortunate moment.]
Captain Smith, Engineers, forwarded accurate facsimiles of the inscrip-

tions at the Buddhist monument of Sanchi near Bhilsa

;

with a paper
describing their position

;
and

Captain \V. Murray presented some beautiful drawings of this very
Curious mound, and of the highly ornamented stone sculpture of its gates
and frieze.

The Secretary read a note on the inscriptions, which had proved of
high interest from their enabling him to discover the long-sought alphabet
of the ancient Lit character (or No. 1 of Allahabad )—and to read there-

with the inscriptions of Delhi, Allahabad, Bettiah, Girnar and Cuttack—
all intimately connected, as it turns out, in their origin, and in their

purport.

Lieutenant Kittoe also presented facsimiles of a copper grant in three

plates dug up in the Gumsur country, of which the Secretary with the
aid of Kaaiala Kant Pandit supplied a translation.

It relates to a grant of land by the Bhanja rajas to a brahman named Bhand-
reswara.—A lithograph will be published shortly.

The Honorable G. Turnour transmitted a paper on an examination of

the Pali Buddhistical Annals, including a translation of the Attha hatha

of Buddhaghoso, and a table of the Pitnkattayan

This paper will appear, at as early a period as possible.

Major J. Sleeman, communicated the first part of his History of the

Gurha Mundela Rajas.

We shall also hasten to lay this before our readers.

Lieutenant Siddons forwarded a translation of the commencement of

the Dadupuuthi Gruntha, with a promise to continue the same should

it prove acceptable.

Professor Wilson formerly intended to have done the same thing—the

translation of Dadu’s moral instructions is highly interesting.

A list of the native tribes in Sinde and specimen of their language was

communicated by Captain Alexander Burned from Bahawa/pur.
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Physical.

G. Loch, Esq. C. S. forwarded for presentation to the museum a second
collection of the butterflies and insects of Silhet.

Dr. T. Cantor presented some fragments of bones perfectlyfossilized,

extracted from the superficial clay at Rungaful/a be\o\s Diumond Harbour.
In these bones the animal matter is entirely replaced by iron and carbonate

of lime, although they were imbedded in quite a modern alluvium. Their
discovery throws a new light either on the period required for fossilization, or
on the age of the alluvium.

Mr. W. T. Lewis of Malacca, presented the model of a Chinese double
bellows for the museum

;
also some tin and gold ore.

The Tapir sent up by Lieutenant Mackenzie had, with the Committee
of Papers’ sanction been made over to the Secretary, it being out of the
Society’s views to keep living animals.

Mr. B. H. Hodgson forwarded some beautiful Zoological drawings for

inspection on their way to Europe ; also two bottles of the snakes peculiar

to Nipal.

Lieutenant Hutton presented a notice of the Indian Boa Python Tigris.

A letter from Professor S. Von dem Busch, of Bremen, proposed
exchanges of land and fresh-water shells and other objects. Referred to

the Curator.
Dr. T. Cantor presented drawings and a notice of one of the fossils in

the Colvin collection which had been cleared from matrix for the purpose
of examination.

It proves to be the skull of a gigantic fossil Batrachian, and by comparison of

the relative measurements of the common frog, it must have belonged to an
animal of 40 inches in length !— a proportion between fossil and recent species

which has its parallel only in the neighbouring family of reptiles, the salamanders,

of which the specimen from the Oeningen schist known by the name of Homo
dilutii testis, measured three feet in length.

The following notice of a curious natural phenomenon observed in the
Red Sea was communicated by Captain A. Burnes from Bahdwalpur.

Extract of a letter from Lieutenant Welsted of the Indian Navy, dated

Mount Sinai, September 2 6th, 1836.
“ You once expressed a wish to know something of the Djibbel Narkono or

sounding mountain, concerning which there has been so much doubt and discus-

sion in Europe. I visited it on my way here—it is situated on the sea shore
about eight miles from Tor. A solid slope of the finest drift sand extends

on the sea face from the base to the summit (about six hundred feet) at an angle

of about 40° with the horizon. This is encircled or rather semicircled, if the
term is allowable, by a ridge of sandstone rocks rising up in the pointed pinnacle,

and presenting little surface adapted for forming an echo. It is remarkable that

there are several other slopes similar to this, hut the soundiDg or rumbling, as it

has been called, is confined to this alone. We dismounted from our camels, and
remained at the base while a Bedoin scrambled up. We did not hear the sound
until be had attained a considerable height. The sound then began rolling down,
and it commenced in a strain resembling the first faint notes of an Eolian harp, or
the fingers wetted and drawn over glass—increasing in loudness as the sand reached
the base, when it was almost equal to thunder. It caused the rock on which we
were seated to vibrate and our frightened camels (animals you know not easily

alarmed) to start off. I was perfectly astounded, as was Captain INI and the
rest of the party. I had visited it before in the winter month, but the sound
was then so faint as to be barely evident, but now the scorching heat of the sun
had dried the sand and permitted it to roll down in large quantities. I cannot
now form the most remote conjecture as to the cause of it. We must not I find

now refer it to the sand falling into a hollow, that might produce a sound but
could never cause the prolonged vibrations, as it were of some huge harp string.

I shall not venture on any speculation, but, having carefully noted the facts, I

shall lay them, on my arrival in England, before some wiser head than my own,
aud see if he can make any thing out of them.”
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